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Dear Teacher,
You perhaps agree that engaging the learner in many different, meaningful tasks in which they can use the
target language is important for effective language learning and can keep learners motivated. You also may have
experienced that, even if you use a coursebook targeted at the age-group, needs and interests of your learners, it
is refreshing and inspiring for students to be engaged in extra activities. At the same time, it is very important that
these supplementary tasks are focused on the same language aims as the ones in your main course material. And
I’m sure you have experienced how time-consuming it is to find or produce suitable extra tasks that complement
your main course usefully and are appropriate for your learners. With this Bloggers 1 teacher’s resource book, we
would like to help you with this work.
We offer classroom activities that can be used alongside the main course material in Bloggers 1, but these
activities can also be used with other elementary courses.

•
•

Typically, the activities in this book have both a clear language aim and a communicative purpose.
They have a well-defined communicative outcome for which the learner will need to use a structure or
vocabulary set that is the focus of a given unit in the main coursebook.
Besides language skills, these activities build on learners’ other skills and engage them in many different
ways. Learners can use all their senses, problem-solving and thinking skills, creativity, co-operation,
movement, research and computer skills.

The book is structured with the busy teacher in mind.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The activities are grouped into units that correspond to the units of the coursebook. Within each unit, the
activities are in order, parallel with the coursebook.
Each activity is clearly signposted, showing the coursebook or workbook task we suggest using the
activity with, the focus of the activity and any materials needed.
The activity procedures are explained clearly so that you can follow them in class.
Further ideas are given as to how to extend the activities to exploit them fully, as well as how to adapt
them to different learning needs and language aims.
Photocopiable materials to be used alongside the activities are also provided.
At the end of the book, you can find tests, assessment guidelines and assessment forms.
For easy access of e-material, use this link: www.ntk.hu ➙ Idegen Nyelv ➙ Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙
Bloggers. There you’ll find downloadable materials developed to accompany Bloggers 1, such as visuals
and listening test tasks as well as a collection of outside links recommend in this teacher’s resource book.

We hope that in this book, you will find some useful and enjoyable tasks for every elementary group you teach.
Happy teaching!
Judit Fehér
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Unit 1

Activities
Section 1

Find your neighbour
When to use?
Focus
Materials

With Ex. p.6/1D
To practise “Are you ...?” questions and introductions
24 name cards

1. Make 24 separate name cards using the names in the seating plan in Ex. 1A. If you think your Ss
wouldn’t want to pretend to be someone from the opposite sex, draw a blue dot on the back of each
card with a boy’s name on and a pink dot for girls. Clip neighbouring cards together for easy use in the
class. If you have more Ss than cards, duplicate some cards.
If there are odd numbers in your class, ask two Ss to share one card.
2. Give Ss the instructions as in the book. At the end, get “neighbours” to introduce themselves to the
class: “I’m Sara and this is James. We are neighbours.”
Variation

If your Ss do not know each other’s names yet, do the following.
1. Make a large seating plan of your class on a large sheet of paper (e.g flipchart or
wrapping paper) with your students’ real names.
2. Show Ss the seating plan. Ask them to find their name and their neighbour’s name.
Then ask them to stand up and mingle. Using the dialogues in the book as models,
they find their neighbour, and sit down together.
3. Get neighbours to introduce themselves to the class: “I’m Péter and this is Kati. We
are neighbours.”

Is it a question?
When to use?
Focus

After Ex. p.7/2E
Further practice of using and detecting rising and falling intonation

1. Ss work alone and make a similar list with six pairs of words on a separate piece of paper as in Ex. 2E.
In each pair, the two words should be exactly the same, but each second word should be given a
question mark (e.g. Right. Right?)
2. Students take turns to say a word in each pair. As each student says the word, their partner says
“question” or “not a question”. If their partner guesses right, they go on. If their partner says the
opposite of what they intended, they repeat it. If their partner still finds it different from what they
intended, they can ask the T to listen and decide if there is a problem with pronunciation or hearing.

Possessive labels competition
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Use Part 1 before doing Ex. p.7/3 and Parts 2 and 3 afterwards
To reinforce the structure of the ’s genitive and to further clarify the meanings of ’s
Post-it notes and different coloured markers

Part 1. Put Ss in small groups and give them some Post-it notes. Give each group a different coloured pen.
Their task is to put labels with the possessive ’s on things and people around the class (e.g. Kati’s seat,
Laci’s neighbour, the class’s teacher). Give groups a time limit of about two minutes to write on the Postit notes and stick them around the class. Give points for each correctly placed label with an ’s.
Part 2. Put students in pairs. They write some sentences with ’s about the class. (E.g. Kati’s seat is next
to Laci’s. Laci’s neighbour is Kati.) Then two pairs work together. They swap their sentences. They take
turns to read out the other pair’s sentences and decide whether each ’s is is or birtokos.
Part 3. Get Ss to listen to AS 1.1, 1.2 and 1.5 again, then ask them to write sentences with ’s about Lizzie,
Kathy, Simon, Kevin and Agnes. (E.g. Agnes isn’t Kevin’s neighbour. Simon’s Kevin’s friend.) Get them to
put their sentences in the right columns of the table in Exercise 3.
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Unit 1
You are the letters
When to use?
Focus

After having practised the ABC with flashcards and with WB Ex. p.5/4
Spelling words

1. Give each S a letter from the English alphabet. If you have fewer Ss than there are letters (26), give more
than one letter to some Ss. If you have more Ss than letters, some Ss can have the same letter.
2. Say a word from the unit you want Ss to practise. Ss “spell” the letter by standing up and saying their
letter. Repeat with several words. Make sure you incorporate all the letters you have given out. Later get
Ss to give the words to spell, too.
Adaptation
Acknowledgement

You can play this game many times during the course. Use different words and give
Ss different letters each time.
I learnt this activity from Christine Frank.

Section 2

Students’ objects
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Before starting Section 2 of the CB
To practise genitive ’s and to introduce “have got”
An opaque plastic bag; Post-it notes

1. Ask Ss to put an object each in a plastic bag. Ss must not see each other’s objects and the objects
should not have the Ss’ names on them.
2. Take the objects out one by one and elicit/teach their English names. Write any new words on the board.
3. Spread the objects on the floor or on a table, and put a Post-it note with a number on each object.
Put Ss in pairs and ask them to write a list of the objects along with their owners. Write example
sentences on the board (1. It is Kati’s mobile phone. 2. They are Laci’s shoes.)
Ss should guess the owners, not ask them.
4. To check how many owners each pair got right, go from object to object. Tell Ss: “Ask the person you
think is the owner like this: ‘Number one: Kati, is it your mobile phone? Number two, Laci, are these your
shoes?’” Make sure it is a different pair to ask the question each time.
Adaptation

You can use a similar activity practising “Whose ... is it? / Whose ... are they?”
questions and possessive pronouns like “mine, hers”, etc.

Peepholes
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Before Ex. p.8/1A as a lead-in
To practise “He is ... / She is ...” and to introduce some of the bloggers in the book
Large photocopies of bloggers Áron, Karen, Sophie, Yabarak, Carmen and Dieter
from the NTK website: www.ntk.hu ➙ Idegen Nyelv ➙ Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙
Bloggers, “peep sheets”, guessing sheet from p.10, bluetack, Post-it notes

1. Make one large photocopy of each blogger. Copy a guessing sheet for each pair of students. To make
the “peep sheets”, cut some holes in sheets of paper to attach them over the photocopies. They need to
reveal some information about the characters.
2. Put the partially covered blogger photos on the walls with a number attached to each.
3. Explain to Ss that the covered photos are bloggers from the book. Their task is to guess some
information about them.
4. Put Ss into pairs and give each pair a copy of the guessing sheet. Read the information out once and
check understanding. Drill pronunciation as needed.
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5. Explain that Ss need to tick the information they think is true about each picture. Point out the numbers
on the guessing sheet and the numbers on the photos. Tell Ss to speak English and use It is ... / He is .../
She is .... sentences. Also, remind them to use intonation to ask simple questions if needed. Like
“Number 1. The name: It is Yabarak. OK?” Elicit examples of student language with each type of
information. Accept very simple language use, too.
6. When students have marked their guesses, pool ideas about each picture one by one and reveal the
pictures fully one by one, too. Do not give Ss information. Tell them that they’ll know everything soon.
7. At the end of the Section, you can use the pictures to ask students to introduce one character to the
other or tell the class about a character.
Adaptations

1. You can use the technique of peepholes with any picture. It is also possible to reveal
more and more of a picture and get Ss to correct themselves over and over again.
2. Save the bloggers’ pictures and use them later on to introduce reading tasks or for
role plays.

Numbers bingo
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.6/2
Cardinal numbers
Bingo grids

1. Before each game, decide between which two numbers you want your
Ss to practise the numbers. Do not choose a range bigger than 50
numbers. E.g. 1 to 49 or 350 to 399.
2. Show your Ss on the board what a bingo grid is like and ask them to
draw one with ten spaces. Here is a sample.
3. Before each game, write the “from–to” numbers you have chosen on
the board. Ask Ss to write in the grid any ten numbers in that range.
4. Call out numbers at random in the range you selected. To keep a record
of the numbers you have said, write each number you say on a piece of
paper in five columns representing the tens within the range. E.g.
1...

10...

20...

30...

40...

If Ss have the same number on their grid that you called, they cross it off. The student who has crossed
all his/her numbers, should shout “bingo”. Check by asking the S to read the numbers in his/her grid.
If you have called out all those numbers, the student is the winner. If not, go on until there is a winner.
5. When Ss are familiar with the game, they can play it in groups. Ss then take turns in calling out the
numbers. You can put them in groups depending on the sets of numbers they need to practise.
Variations

You can repeat this activity as much as your class needs it. Use different groupings
and different sets of numbers. The idea can also be adapted for the ABC
or any set of vocabulary items.
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Unit 1
What is your name?
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After finishing Section 2 both in the CB and the WB
genitive ’s, family members
Role cards on p.11 and the notes sheets on p.12

In this activity, each group of Ss represents a family of eight members. Their role cards give them the
names of their relatives, but not their own names. Their task is to find their own names. They do this by
asking about the names of other people’s relatives in their groups. They can find out their names really
quickly if they ask the right questions (e.g. With role card 1, “What is your cousin’s name?” leads to the
solution straight away).
1. Photocopy one set of role cards for every group of eight Ss and one notes sheet for each S. Write the
card number on the back of each card. Have one Post-it note ready for each S.
2. Write these gapped sentences on the board and ask Ss to complete them.
What ............ your mother’s name? (answer: is)
What ............. your parents’ names? (answer: are)
Tell your Ss: “You’ll ask similar questions in the next activity.”
3. Put Ss into groups of eight. If you can’t put the class into groups of eight, smaller groups work, too. Ask
Ss to number everyone in the group starting with one. Give each S a Post-it note. Ask them to write
their number on it and wear it.
4. Point at each group and say: “You are one family.” Give Ss their role cards. Ss’ role cards must have the
same number as their Post-it notes. Ss must not show their role cards to anybody in their groups.
5. Get Ss to read their role cards and tell you whose name is missing (answer: their own!) Tell them:
“Your task is to find out your name. What is your name?”
6. Give out the notes sheets and ask Ss to find their own number on it, read their role card again, and fill in
their relatives’ names.
7. Ss then take turns in asking questions. Tell them: “When it is your turn, ask one person in the group
about a relative’s name. E.g. ‘Number 7, please! What are your grandchildren’s names?’ or ‘Number 5,
please! What’s your wife’s name?’ Write the names in your notes sheet.”
8. Tell Ss: “It is very important to listen to all the questions and answers. Listen to everybody. Fill in the
names in the notes sheet.”
9. When a S thinks that he/she knows their name, they come to you to check. The winner is the person
who finds out their name first.
Variations

If you run out of time, wait until one S finds their name in each group. You can also
wait for most or all the Ss to find out their names. For early finishers, you can extend
the activity and ask them to identify the names of all the people in their groups and
even draw a family tree. You may also want to discuss strategies that worked to
identify names the fastest.

Solution

1. Rebecca, 2. Mark, 3. Liz, 4. Mary, 5. Paul, 6. Kate, 7. Ann, 8. Joseph

The Duggars on the Internet
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Section 4

After Ex. p.13/1E
Family, names, skimming texts, listening for global understanding
Internet access

The Duggars are well documented on the Internet, so you can do several Internet-related tasks with your class.
1. Find a longer article about the Duggars on the net, like this one:
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qn4161/is_20070603/ai_n19200786/?tag=content;col1
Get Ss to skim the article and find similar information to the information they read in the different
paragraphs of the article in the book.
7
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2. Ask Ss to run a Google search on the Duggars and update the article in the book. At the time of writing
this, the big news is that their 19th child, Josie was born prematurely, but she is now happy at home and
the parents are ready to have their 20th! Also, they have their first grandchild now.
3. News of the 19th baby – Play the video “A boy or a girl?”
http://health.discovery.com/videos/19-kids-and-counting-a-boy-or-girl.html
and ask Ss these questions: What is the news? How are the children taking it?
Next, play “Josie’s homecoming” http://tlc.discovery.com/videos/19-kids-and-counting-josieshomecoming.html and ask: What are they getting ready for? How? Who are in the car at the end?
4. Name that Duggar: http://health.discovery.com/tv/duggars/duggar-game.html
This is a simple online game in which you guess the names in that big family.
Variations

There are many topic-related videos on the Duggars. So if your Ss are interested,
you can run them as a theme in your lessons. E.g.
School: http://tlc.discovery.com/videos/19-kids-and-counting-schoolhouse-little-rock.
html
Clothes and charity: http://health.discovery.com/videos/19-kids-and-counting-prepfor-el-salvador.html
Home: http://tlc.discovery.com/videos/19-kids-and-counting-new-house-candy-hunt.
htm
Birthday presents: http://tlc.discovery.com/videos/18-kids-and-counting-joys-newbike.html

Button families
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Instead of Ex. p.13/2 if –for some reason– you think that it is safer not to ask Ss
about their real families.
Talking about the family
Buttons or shells or pebbles

1. Put Ss into groups of 4 to 6. Give them some pebbles, shells or buttons. They represent people.
Ask them to build a family tree out of them and give each button/shell/pebble person a name.
2. Ask Ss to work alone and write a list of names for their imaginary families. They then choose one
of these names to represent themselves, and they write “It’s me” next to it.
3. Pair up Ss from different groups. They swap their lists and ask each other questions in Ex. 2B in
the book.
4. To round up, ask Ss to tell the class about any interesting families they heard about, showing and
identifying the pebbles/shells/ buttons.
Adaptation

This idea can be used with Ss’ real families, too. Ss then build the family trees on
their own and use them to introduce their family members to other Ss or the class.

Answers on the Net
When to use?
Focus

After WB Ex. p.10/2
Informal written communication

The Bloggers Workbook units typically have exercises based on http://answers.yahoo.com/. There are
several things you can do using this site.
1. You can type in the same question as in the WB and ask Ss to find similar answers to the ones in the
WB. Then Ss can find differences between the language in the WB and on the Net.
2. You can ask Ss to find an interesting question related to the topic of the lesson and some of the
answers. Ask them to print out the answers or email them to the class. Then other Ss find the question.
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3. Find an interesting question related to the topic with your Ss. Encourage them to answer the question
(with your help as needed). Answer it yourself, too. To be able to answer a question, it has to be an
open question (not a resolved one) and you need a Yahoo ID and a password.
4. Ss work in small groups and ask a question related to the topic. To do this, they need to have a Yahoo
ID and a password. Then groups report how many answers they get and what kind of answers. Ss can
answer each other’s questions and so can you.

Scrunched-up names
When to use?
Focus
Materials

At the end of U1 or before starting U2
3rd-person singular statements with “to be” and “have got”; Group bonding
One slip of paper for each S

1. Sit or stand the class in a circle, if possible. Give each S a slip of paper. To avoid Ss picking their own
names later, it is a good idea to use different-coloured paper. Ask them to write their names on it and
then scrunch it up and throw these “name balls” in the middle of the room.
2. Ask everyone to pick a name ball. If you have used coloured paper, tell Ss to pick a different colour from
the one they wrote their own name on. Ask Ss to unscrunch the balls and make sure it is not their name.
3. Ask Ss in turn to introduce the person on the slip to the class, and to give as many facts about them as
they can. Other Ss can add information. Finally, ask the S who has been introduced to correct any factual
mistakes.
Variation
Acknowledgement

If your Ss can not sit/stand in a circle, collect the slips and ask Ss to pick one
from your hand.
I learnt this activity from Sheelagh Deller.
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Photocopiable material

Unit 1
Peepholes • guessing sheet
Number 1
Name:
Age:
Nationality:
Interests:

Yabarak / Simon / Sophie / Karen / Carmen / Áron / Dieter
15 / 18 / 25 / 35/ 42 / 45 / 51
Australian / English / French / German / Thai / Hungarian / Spanish
art, dancing, discos, clubs, fashion, health, home decoration, music, movies,
people, reading, parties, shopping, travelling

Number 2
Name:
Age:
Nationality:
Interests:

Yabarak / Simon / Sophie / Karen / Carmen / Áron / Dieter
15 / 18 / 25 / 35/ 42 / 45 / 51
Australian / English / French / German / Thai / Hungarian / Spanish
art, dancing, discos, clubs, fashion, health, home decoration, music, movies,
people, reading, parties, shopping, travelling

Number 3
Name:
Age:
Nationality:
Interests:

Yabarak / Simon / Sophie / Karen / Carmen / Áron / Dieter
15 / 18 / 25 / 35/ 42 / 45 / 51
Australian / English / French / German / Thai / Hungarian / Spanish
art, dancing, discos, clubs, fashion, health, home decoration, music, movies,
people, reading, parties, shopping, travelling

Number 4
Name:
Age:
Nationality:
Interests:

Yabarak / Simon / Sophie / Karen / Carmen / Áron / Dieter
15 / 18 / 25 / 35/ 42 / 45 / 51
Australian / English / French / German / Thai / Hungarian / Spanish
art, dancing, discos, clubs, fashion, health, home decoration, music, movies,
people, reading, parties, shopping, travelling

Number 5
Name:
Age:
Nationality:
Interests:

Yabarak / Simon / Sophie / Karen / Carmen / Áron / Dieter
15 / 18 / 25 / 35/ 42 / 45 / 51
Australian / English / French / German / Thai / Hungarian / Spanish
art, dancing, discos, clubs, fashion, health, home decoration, music, movies,
people, reading, parties, shopping, travelling

Number 6
Name:
Age:
Nationality:
Interests:

Yabarak / Simon / Sophie / Karen / Carmen / Áron / Dieter
15 / 18 / 25 / 35/ 42 / 45 / 51
Australian / English / French / German / Thai / Hungarian / Spanish
art, dancing, discos, clubs, fashion, health, home decoration, music, movies,
people, reading, parties, shopping, travelling
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Unit 1

What is your name? • role cards
1

•
•
•
•
•

2
Your mother’s name’s Mary.
Your grandparents’ names are Joseph and
Ann.
Your uncle’s name’s Paul.
Your aunt’s name’s Kate.
Your cousins’ names are Mark and Liz.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Your father’s name’s Paul.
Your mother’s name’s Kate.
Your sister’s name’s Liz.
Your grandparent’s names are Joseph and Ann.
Your aunt’s name’s Mary.
Your cousin’s name’s Rebecca.

What’s your name?

What’s your name?

3

4

•
•
•
•
•
•

Your father’s name’s Paul.
Your mother’s name’s Kate.
Your brother’s name’s Mark.
Your grandparents’ names are Joseph and
Ann.
Your aunt’s name’s Mary.
Your cousin’s name’s Rebecca.

What’s your name?

Your father’s name’s Joseph.
Your mother’s name’s Ann.
Your wife’s name’s Kate.
Your son’s name’s Mark.
Your daughter’s name’s Liz.
Your sister’s name’s Mary.
Your sister has got a daughter. Her name’s
Rebecca.

What’s your name?
7

•
•
•
•
•

Your father’s name’s Joseph.
Your mother’s name’s Anna.
Your brother’s name’s Paul.
Your brother’s wife’s name’s Kate.
You have got a daughter. Her name’s Rebecca.
Your daughter’s cousins are Mark and Liz.

What’s your name?

6

5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your husband’s name’s Paul.
Your husband’s father’s name’s Joseph.
Your husband’s mother’s name’s Ann.
Your son’s name’s Mark.
Your daughter’s name’s Liz.
Your children’s aunt’s name’s Mary.
Mary has got a daughter. Her name’s Rebecca.

What’s your name?

8
Your husband’s name’s Joseph.
Your daughter’s name’s Mary.
Your son’s name’s Mark.
His wife’s name’s Kate.
Your grand-children’s names are Rebecca,
Mark and Liz.

What’s your name?

•
•
•
•
•

Your wife’s name’s Ann.
Your daughter’s name’s Mary.
Your son’s name’s Mark.
His wife’s name’s Kate.
Your grand-children’s names are Rebecca,
Mark and Liz.

What’s your name?
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Photocopiable material

What is your name? • notes sheet

2

1

•
•
•
•
•

mother
grandparents
uncle
aunt
cousins

3

•
•
•
•
•
•

father
mother
brother
grandparents
aunt
cousin

•
•
•
•
•
•

father
mother
brother
brother’s wife
daughter
daughter’s cousins

6
father
mother
wife
son
daughter
sister
sister’s daughter

7

•
•
•
•
•

father
mother
sister
grandparent
aunt
cousin

4

5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

husband
husband’s father
husband’s mother
son
daughter
children’s aunt
children’s cousin

8
husband
daughter
son
son’s wife
grandchildren

•
•
•
•
•

wife
daughter
son
son’s wife
grandchildren
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Unit 2

Activities
Section 1

Cheat
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.14/1A
Daily routine
Daily routine picture cards from p.18 or from the NTK website: www.ntk.hu ➙
Idegen Nyelv ➙ Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙ Bloggers

The idea for this game is taken from an old fun card game: “svindli”. It provides a very funny way to
practise potentially boring sequences. You have to have at least two of each card in your pack. Players
put down cards in the order of a given sequence. In our case, it is Jamies’s typical day. The funny thing
is that they put cards face down on the table, and they always say the next part of the sequence even if
they do not have the matching card, and so put down a different one. If a player suspects that someone
has put down a different card from what they say, (s)he shouts: “cheat”. If (s)he is right, the cheating
person has to pick up all the cards from the table. If the challenger is wrong, (s)he has to pick up all the
cards from the table. The winner of the game is the first person without a card.
1. Copy and cut up two sets of cards for every 3 or 4 Ss.
2. Put Ss into groups of 3 or 4. Give each group one set of cards and ask them to put them in order of
what Jamie does in a typical day. Check the sequence. Ask Ss to talk as Jamie, e.g. “I get up.” Tell them
that they need to remember the sequence by heart. Give them time to memorise.
3. Give each group one more pack of cards and ask them to put the two packs together and shuffle them
well. Ask them if anyone knows the card game “svindli”. If they do, ask them how it goes.
4. Explain and then demonstrate the game with one of the groups.
Shuffle the cards and divide them equally among players.
In turns, Ss say the stages in the sequence and on each occasion, put a card face down in a pile.
E.g.: S1 (puts down a card): “I wake up.” S2 (puts down a card): “I brush my teeth.” If the sequence is
finished before there’s a winner, re-start.
If Ss think that somebody is cheating (i.e. the card and what they say do not match), they call out
“cheat”.
If the person who called “cheat” is wrong, (s)he picks up all the cards from the table.
The person who has been caught cheating has to pick up all the cards from the table.
The winner is the first person without a card.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptations

1. You can play the same game using 3rd person singular. (“Jamie wakes up at 7.30.”)
Play it this way after finishing Section 2.
2. You can use this game with any sequence, such as numbers, the alphabet,
instructions, biographies or stories.
3. You can use the same picture cards to play “Memory game” (p.28). You need to
write the matching sentences on cards, e.g. Jamie wakes up at 7.30. He brushes his
teeth.

Times bingo
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Any time after Ex. p.15/1D
Telling the time
Bingo grids

1. For general description of the game and how to prepare the bingo grid, go to page 6.
2. To play bingo with time, choose an hour (e.g. from 2.00 to 2.55) and write this period on the board.
Ask students to write digital times within this hour into their bingo grids. When telling the time, use the
traditional way to make it more challenging. This means that you say e.g “half past two”, not “two thirty”.
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Times ball game
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Any time after Ex. p.15/1D
Telling the time
A soft ball, a large clock face (optional)

1. Ask students to form a circle. In this activity, Ss will throw a ball to someone, and tell the time using the
digital way (e.g. two thirty-five). When Ss catch the ball, they say traditional clock times (e.g. twenty-five
to three).
2. You can let Ss say the digital clock times from their own imaginations, challenging only the ones who
catch the ball and tell the same time traditionally. However, you can also show different times on a large
clock face adding “a.m.” or “p.m.” for the S throwing the ball.
Adaptations

Throwing the ball can be used with different types of language input, such as
countries and nationalities, irregular verb forms or comparative and superlative
adjectives.

Same or different?
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Any time after Ex. p.15/1D
Telling the time
Times grids on p.19

1. Copy times grid A for half of the class and grid B for the other half.
2. Put students into A+B pairs. Give each pair an A and a B times grid. Say that they must not show their
grid to their partner at any time before they finish the activity.
3. Their task is to decide if they have the same time in each box (a to l) in their grids. First, they take turns
to ask about the time in each box (e.g. Box a/b.../l – What’s the time? / What time is it?)
4. When Ss answer a question, they tell the time in the traditional way if they have a traditional clock in the
given box, and use the digital way with digital clocks.
5. The student who asked the question now has to decide if it is the same time as theirs or different and
answer accordingly (e.g. Yes/No, it is ...) and repeat the time as they have it in their grid – traditionally or
digitally.
6. If they think the times are the same, they tick it. If they think they are different, they put a cross next to it.
7. When they have asked and answered questions about all 12 boxes, they can look at both grids and see
how many they got right.
Variation
Key

In classes where students need more time to practise telling the time, you may want
to put As and Bs together first and give them some time to practise how to tell the
times in their grids.
a. ✕, b. ✕, c. ✓, d. ✕, e. ✕, f. ✕, g. ✕, h. ✕, i. ✕, j. ✓, k. ✓, l. ✕

Miming relay
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.15/1F
To practise the vocabulary of daily activities
Mime cards on p.20

1. Copy and cut up a set of mime cards for each group of 6-9 Ss. So that cards in different piles do not get
mixed up, copy them on different-coloured paper or draw different-coloured marks on them. Shuffle
each pack of cards.
2. Put Ss into groups of 6-9 and get them to stand up in a line.
14
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3. Give each group a pile of mime cards and get Ss to place the cards near the first person in the line in a
pile face down on the ground or on a table.
4. The first S in each group picks a card from the pile, stands in front of their group and mimes the activity
on the card. When someone in the group guesses it right, the S who has done the miming goes to the
end of the line. They take the card with them.
5. If a S cannot mime the activity on the card, or their group cannot come up with the expression,
the S puts the card at the bottom of the pile and goes to the end of the line.
6. Then the next person at the front of the line picks up a new card and mimes the activity, etc.
7. Set a time limit of about three minutes. The winner is the group which can mime and guess the most
daily activities within the time limit.
8. Count the number of cards each group was able to mime. If there’s a draw, the group who used the
least amount of time is the winner.
Adaptations

You can run this activity with any set of vocabulary items that can be mimed.

Section 2

Hear-say
When to use?
Focus
Materials

As a warmer before starting Section 2
Telling the time and daily routine
Hear-say cards on p.21

1. Copy a set of hear-say cards for every group of five students. Some students may be able to handle two
cards if needed, or ask two students to share one card if you need to because of numbers in your class.
To avoid mixing cards up, either copy or mount cards for each group on different-coloured paper. You
can also draw a different colour mark on the cards of each group.
2. Draw two grids on the board to help explain what students need to do. They listen for the words written
in their “Hear column” and if they hear one of them, they need to say what is written in the “Say column”
directly opposite the word they heard. Show this on the board. With clock times, ask Ss to use the
traditional way of telling the time.
3. Put students into groups of five. Give out cards. The student with the word underlined in their
“Say column” must start. Ask students with the underlined word to raise their hands. They finish the
game when someone gets to the word END in their “Say column”. Ask students with the word END
to raise their hands in each group. Emphasise that the game ends with these students, but they must
have read out ALL the words on their cards before finishing. If they haven’t, it means that they have
made a mistake.
4. Demonstrate with the whole class. S1: At 6.30 ➙ S2: I wake up ➙ S3: At 6.45 ➙ S4: I get up.
When it is clear what students need to do, get the groups to re-start simultaneously.
5. If a group finishes early, ask them to swap cards within their groups and start a new game.
Adaptations
Acknowledgement

This activity can be used with many other topics such as the ABC, numbers,
countries and nationalities.
I learnt this activity from Sheelagh Deller. You can find a fuller description of how to
make your own hear-say cards in Deller & Price: Teaching Other Subjects Through
English (2007), Oxford: OUP pp.65-67.
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Typical day/morning video
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.17/1D
Daily routine
Typical day/morning video from http://www.youtube.com

There are many short videos by teenagers on YouTube about their morning routines. Type “typical day/
morning” or “morning routine” into the search box.
I recommend using “Mornings Suck” by LLLjapan, a Japanese teenage girl called Lauren:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUOwdxqpANQ&feature=related
1. When your Ss see the video first, ask them to make a list of what they find typically Japanese.
2. When you watch it again, ask Ss to make a list of Lauren’s activities in her ideal morning and in her real
morning and then compare with a partner. Ask Ss: Is your morning similar to Lauren’s?
3. Encourage Ss to make a short video of their typical day or morning and present it in class.
Suggestion

To be sure you can play the video of your choice whenever you want it, it is a good
idea to download it. Use keepvid.com; youtubegrabber.org or download-youtubevideos.org

Jigsaw watching
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.17/1D
Daily routine
Two typical day/morning videos from http://www.youtube.com, preferably one from
a girl and one form a boy. E.g.:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUOwdxqpANQ&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5cWEaCYDGw&feature=related

1. Put Ss into A+B pairs. Arrange chairs so that one person in each pair sees the screen.
A watches one of the videos and B the other.
2. With both videos, use this procedure:
a. Watcher tells their partner what the person in the video does on a typical morning.
b. The person who did not see the video repeats what they understood. The watcher can add and
correct.
3. Pairs discuss how similar or different the mornings are to theirs.
4. Everyone watches both and finds cultural differences and similarities.
5. You can also work on the comments on the videos on YouTube (e.g. find one you agree with, one you
disagree with, one positive, one negative, write your own comments, etc.).
6. Your Ss may want to make similar short videos on their routine.

Section 3

Who do you meet?
Where to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.19/2B
Second-person Simple Present questions and answers
“Who do you meet?” timetables on p.22; Post-it notes

1. Copy and cut up a set of “Who do you meet?” timetables for every group of four Ss. Groups of three
can work, too.
2. Divide the class into groups of four. Give each S a letter: A, B, C, or D. Ask them to write their letter on a
Post-it note and wear it.
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3. Give each S a timetable: A, B, C or D. Tell them not to show their timetables to anybody.
4. Explain that, for every day of the week, they have an activity and a time in their timetables. They need
to find someone who does the same thing at the same time, someone who they can “meet”. On some
days, they can find one person doing the same thing, sometimes two, three or nobody.
5. Elicit what question they would ask about Sunday and what the answers would be. Put the example on
the board if you think it is necessary. E.g.
Student C: A, please. What do you do on Sundays?
Student A: I go to a football match.
Student C: What time do you go to a football match?
Student A: At 11.
Student C: B and D, do you go to a football match on Sunday at 11, too?
Students B and D: No, I don’t.
6. Ss take turns asking questions. When it is their turn, they can ask as many questions as they want,
but only about one of the days. They need to listen to all the questions and answers, as they have
information for them, too.
7. When they find someone who does the same thing at the same time, they write it down in the “Who?”
row.
8. Set a time limit of about five minutes or wait until most Ss manage to find out about most of the days.
9. Round up by asking Ss who they found for each day.
Adaptation

Word-order line-ups
When to use?
Focus
Materials

You can use the same activity with Present Continuous for planned futures after
Ex. p.41/1F. In this case, introduce the timetables as diaries for the next week.

Section 4
Before Ex. p.20/1E
Word order of Simple Present sentences containing an adverb of frequency
A5 or A4 sized pieces of paper

1. Think of some short, Simple Present sentences, each containing a frequency adverb. Possible sentences:
My father sometimes cooks dinner. (5 words)
We never go out on Mondays. (6 words)
I don’t often see my aunt. (6 words)
Does your grandmother always make cakes on Sundays? (8 words)
My sister is always hungry. (5 words)
If possible, think of sentences about your own students. Write each word from the sentences on a
separate piece of paper, in large print. Use one colour for the frequency adverb, another for the main
verb, and a third for the other words. This will help Ss arrive at a general rule more easily.
2. Establish groups with as many students as there are words in the sentences. Note that you can make
some sentences shorter if needed. You can also give two consecutive words to the same S.
3. Give one piece of paper from the sentence to each S in random order. A group should have words from
one sentence only. Ask groups to line up to make the sentences.
4. Get each group in front of the class to line up, with their words in their hands. Get the rest of the class
to decide if the sentences are correct or incorrect and to swap people around as needed.
5. Elicit the rule: Frequescy adverbs come before the main verb in the sentence, but they come after “to be”.
Adaptations

This activity can be done with word cards, too. Groups get a couple of sentences to
organise at their desks.
This activity works well for eliciting or raising awareness of any structure or
sentence pattern.
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Photocopiable material

Cheat • Daily routine picture cards
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Same or different? • times grids
A
a.

d.

g.

j.

b.

e

h.

k.

c.

f.

i.

l.

a.

d.

g.

j.

b.

e

h.

k.

c.

f.

i.

l.

B
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Photocopiable material

Miming relay • mime cards

wake up

get up

have a shower

get dressed

have breakfast

brush your teeth

go to school

have lessons

have lunch

have a piano
lesson

go home

do the homework

have dinner

feed the cat

walk the dog

meet friends

spend time on
the computer

go to bed
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Hear-say cards
Hear

Say

Hear

Say

I have breakfast

At 7.20

At 7.20

I brush my teeth

school starts

From 8.00 to 13.30

From 17.25 to 19.00

I do my homework

XXXXXXX

At 6.30

At 6.45

I get up

At 17.15

I get home

At 8.00

school starts

I have a shower

At 7.00

I have afternoon
classes

At 17.15

I do my homework

At 19.00

At 7.00

I get dressed

Hear

Say

Hear

Say

At 7.30

I leave home

At 7.05

I get up

From 6.45 to 7.00

From 19. 40 to 22.00

I have lessons

At 13.30

At 6.30

I wake up

I get home

From 17.25 to 19.00

I have lunch

From 3.00 to 4.30

I get dressed

At 7.05

From 8.00 to 13.30

I have lessons

At 19.00

I have dinner

I brush my teeth

At 7.30

Hear
I wake up
I leave home

I relax

END

Say
At 6.45
At 8.00

From 3.00 to 4.30

I have afternoon
classes

I have dinner

From 19.40 to 22.00

From 6.45 to 7.00

I have a shower

At 13.30

I have breakfast

I have lunch
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Who?

Sunday

18.00
Dance class

Student D

Who?

Sunday

11.00
Football match

Student C

Who?

Sunday

16.00
Dance class

Student B

Who?

Sunday

11.00
Football match

Student A

15.30
Extra maths

Monday

16.45
Extra maths

Monday

15.30
Extra maths

Monday

15.30
German lesson

Monday

15.15
Swimming

Tuesday

15.15
Swimming

Tuesday

14.45
Swimming

Tuesday

15.15
Swimming

Tuesday

17.30
Film club

Wednesday

17.30
Film club

Wednesday

17.30
Games club

Wednesday

17.30
Games club

Wednesday

18.00
Art class

Thursday

16.00
Basketball training

Thursday

16.00
Basketball training

Thursday

18.00
Art class

Thursday

16.30
Cooking lesson

Friday

16.30
Guitar lesson

Friday

14.40
Piano lesson

Friday

15.20
Drum practice

Friday

19.30
Disco

Saturday

19.30
Disco

Saturday

19.30
Disco

Saturday

19.30
Disco

Saturday

Unit 2

Photocopiable material

Who do you meet? • timetables
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Revision 1

Activities

Filling in forms
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.24/2
Introducing yourself and another person; giving and asking for personal
information; filling in a simple form for another person
Task sheets A and B on p.24

1. Photocopy and cut out a set of Task Sheets for every two Ss.
2. Put Ss into pairs, A and B. Give them their task sheets.
3. Ss take turns to ask each other questions to fill in the blank part of their sheets. They answer using the
information on their sheet. They must not show their forms to each other. They spell words for each
other as needed.
4. At the end of both interviews, they can compare task sheets.
5. When both forms are completed, ask pairs to imagine that they meet at a party for the first time as
Maureen and William. Ask them to introduce themselves to each other or to a third person.

Family tree dictation
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.24/3
Talking about family
Family tree dictation task sheets on pp.25-26

1. Divide the class into A/B students. Give an A or a B task sheet to each student.
2. Put Ss into A+B pairs. Tell them that they must not show their paper to each other.
3. Ss take turns to describe their families and fill in the names on their blank family tree.
4. After Ss finish the dictation, they compare the family trees.

Things we do
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.26/11
Talking about routines
Interview grids on p.27

1. Copy a set of interview grids for every two students.
2. Put Ss in A + B pairs. Tell them that they’ll interview each other using their own questions. Give out
interview grids.
3. Write an example on the board and elicit possible questions.
E.g. Chocolate
Yes/No: Do you sometimes have/eat chocolate?
How often: How often do you have/eat chocolate?
When: When do you eat/have chocolate?
4. Give Ss some time to write their questions individually, or students with the same kind of grid can work
together and help each other.
5. Get pairs to interview each other.
6. Ask Ss to tell the class or another S about their partners. Alternatively, they can write a paragraph about
their partner.
Comment:

If you want to use these or similar activities for oral assessment, follow the oral
assessment guidelines on p.112 and use the oral assessment grids on pp.112-114.
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Photocopiable material

Filling forms • task sheets
Student A
1 You are:
Surname: Jeffreys

First name: Maureen

Age: 17

Nationality: English

Address: 58, Pilkington Street, CV9 6 GB Coventry, UK
Phone number: +44 240 7962311

Email address: m.jeffreys@yournet.co.uk

2 Fill in the form for your partner
Surname:

First name:

Age:

Nationality:

Address:
Phone number:

Email address:

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - Student B
1 Fill in the form for your partner
Surname:

First name:

Age:

Nationality:

Address:
Phone number:

Email address:

2 You are:
Surname: Dyer

First name: William

Age: 16

Nationality: Australian

Address: 49 Wandaloo Street, New Canberra WA 1234, Australia
Phone number: +61 (08)0258 8976

Email address: mymails@ozemail.com.au
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Family tree dictation • task sheets
Student A
1 Your family – Describe your family to Student B.

Lucy

Helen

Sam

Oscar

Maggie

Jim

It’s you.

Angela

Max

Nora

Henry

2 Your partner’s family – Listen to Student B and write the names. Ask questions, too.
...........................

........................

...........................

........................ ........................

...........................

It’s your
partner.

...........................

...........................

Terry

...........................
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Student B
1 Your partner’s family – Listen to Student A and write the names. Ask questions, too.
...........................

........................

...........................

........................ ........................

...........................

It’s your
partner.

...........................

Max

...........................

...........................

2 Your family – Describe your family to Student A.
Rose

Hanna

John

Dave

Sally

Kevin

It’s you.

Rachel

Tony

Terry

Willie
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Things we do • interview grids
A
Topic

Your questions

Your Partner’s answers

shower/bath

homework

Saturdays

computer

You choose

You choose

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - B
Topic

Your questions

Your Partner’s answers

teeth

friends

Friday evenings

reading

You choose

You choose
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Activities
Section 1

Sort out the market
When to use?
Focus
Materials

As an introduction to U3/S1
Food vocabulary
Food items or their pictures. Find food pictures on the NTK website:
www.ntk.hu ➙ Idegen Nyelv ➙ Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙ Bloggers; cards with
corresponding words; some price tags (e.g. “75 p each”, “£1.20/litre”, “£3.56/kg”, etc.)

1. Prepare food items or their pictures. For the most necessary ones, check CB p.22 and WB p.28. Make
the corresponding word cards and some price tags that contrast countable and uncountable nouns.
2. Before class, arrange the food items or their pictures on a table/on tables and put the wrong word cards
and price tags with them (e.g “75 p each”; “apples” with a picture of milk).
3. Tell your class that a very strong wind has come through the market and all the labels and price tags are
in the wrong places. Ask Ss to put labels and tags with the right/possible items/pictures.
4. As Ss are working, interfere as little as possible. Let Ss help and teach each other.
5. When they have finished, correct and drill words as needed. Also, use the opportunity to start
formulating the concept of countable and uncountable nouns.

Memory game
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After doing Exs. p.22/1A,1B and WB Exs. p.28/1A,1B
Food vocabulary, some/any
A set of food cards and word cards from pp.31-33 for every group of three
or four Ss

1. To play this memory game with the cards on pp 31-33, you have three choices:
1. Cut the small pictures out and only use the large pictures.
2. Keep the small pictures so that you do not need to make new cards when you want to play “Food
tricks”. Ask Ss to ignore the small pictures for now.
3. Keep the small pictures and incorporate them in this game, too. Say that Ss who collect a “full trick”
will score double points (8 not 4). A “trick” is a food card with a corresponding word card, which
scores a point. A “full trick” is all the four food cards from the same group of food items with the
corresponding word cards. This is worth 8 points.
2. Put Ss in groups of 3 or 4. Give them a set of food cards and a set of word cards. Ask Ss to shuffle all
the cards well and spread them face down on the table.
3. Ss in their groups take turns to turn two cards face up. If the cards do not match, they turn them face
down again. They must not move cards from their places!
4. If a S finds a matching food card and word card, they keep it as their “trick”. They go on turning cards
face up until they find matching pairs. Each time they find a matching pair, they must say the word out
loud and change it according to what they see in the picture, e.g. “an apple, some peas”.
5. The game finishes when there are no more cards left. Then Ss tally their points.
Adaptations

1. You can make it easier if you copy food cards and word cards on different-coloured
paper.
2. This memory game works with any set of vocabulary. Instead of pictures, you can
use definitions, gapped sentences, synonyms, antonyms or phonetic transcriptions,
too. It also works with collocations or phrasal verbs.
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Section 2

Food tricks
When to use?
Focus
Materials

As a warmer before starting Section 2
Food vocabulary; some/any with questions
A set of food cards from pp.31-32 for every group of three or four Ss

1. Explain to Ss that in this card game, they collect tricks of four cards. There are five groups of cards: fruit,
vegetables, dairy products, meat and desserts. The small pictures with the large ones show what other
cards the large card forms a set with. If they collect a set, it is their trick. The person with the most
number of tricks is the winner.
2. Put Ss into groups of three or four. Give them a set of cards and ask them to shuffle and deal all the
cards out.
3. Ss take turns and ask questions to find cards to make tricks. When it is their turn, they ask a person like
this: “Anna, have you got any milk?” If Ann has a card with milk on, she says, “Yes, I have”, and gives it
to the other player. A player can go on asking until the answer is “Yes”.
4. When it is a player’s turn, they can put down any tricks they have. A trick is all the four cards that belong
to the same set. The winner is the person with the most tricks.
Adaptations

1. The game can be played as a mingling activity, too. Give each S four cards, all from
a different set. Ss then mingle and swap cards using the given sentence structure,
until they end up with a complete set. The first to do so is the winner.
2. You can use the same cards and the same procedures to practise politely asking for
or offering food at the end of Section 3. Pre-teach that for these phrases, we use
“some” and not “any” in questions, too. Ss ask for cards like this: “XY, can I have
some / a ...?” and offer cards that they do not need like this: “XY, would you like
a / some ...?”
3. Collecting cards that belong to the same group can be used with many different
subjects.

Acknowledgements This game is based on the original idea of a well-known English game called
“Happy families”.

Recipe cheat
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.25/1F
Cooking vocabulary, recipes, giving instructions
Recipe cheat cards on p.34; blank cards

1. For general rules of the cheat card game go to p.14.
2. After playing the game with the lecsó cards provided here, divide your class in two groups, A and B.
Make sub-groups as needed. Group A makes cheat cards for Mai’s recipe and Group B makes cheat
cards for Carmen’s recipe. Tell them to elaborate on the recipes and add some possible steps (e.g. to
Mai’s recipe, they could add “Open the tins of sardines” or to Carmen’s “Peel the potatoes”).
3. Groups then swap cards and play each other’s games.
Variation

For weaker groups, you may want to leave out some of the cards. Give them three
sets to have enough cards to play with.
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Unit 3
Mime the recipe
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.25/1H and/or WB Ex. p.31/4B
Cooking vocabulary, recipes, giving instructions
Pictures of ingredients (optional). You can use the pictures from “Sort out the market”.

1. Put Ss in groups of four. Ask them to read all the recipes they have written and choose one that they
will mime to the others. You can give them some pictures of ingredients and/or they can draw their own
pictures. It is also possible to use only mime.
2. When groups are ready, they perform their mimes. Ss watching the mimes describe what they are
seeing, in instruction form. At the end they say what they think the dish is.
Variation

Weaker groups can also choose from the recipes in the CB and WB.

Pizza online
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Section 3
After finishing Section 3
Reading online menus
An online menu or online menus

1. Find a restaurant or restaurants that take online pizza orders in the UK. This website helps you to find some
in any location: http://www.just-eat.co.uk/. It is best to choose a restaurant/restaurants with a comparatively
simple menu (e.g. http://www.just-eat.co.uk/restaurants-pizza-magic/menu). Another option is that you give
a British city name to each pair and they find a suitable restaurant on http://www.just-eat.co.uk/ themselves.
2. Tell Ss that in pairs, they have £30 to spend on food and drink. Their task is to decide what to order and
to calculate how much they will pay. Ask them to write their order and the total cost down on a piece of
paper.
3. Pairs swap lists of what to order and how much it will be and check each other’s calculations. They also
say what they think of the choices: good quality/variety for the price or not.
Variation

If you want to make it more challenging, give pairs £40 and say that there is a third
person to eat with them. Give a list to Ss of what this person doesn’t like (e.g. (s)he
doesn’t like bacon, coke, garlic, ham, potatoes or tomatoes).

Student-generated food questionnaire
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Section 4

At the end of Section 4
Healthy and unhealthy foods; how many?/how much?
Blank sheets of paper

1. Ask Ss to brainstorm food and drink in pairs in two categories: healthy/unhealthy. Write their ideas on
the board.
2. Ask Ss to form groups of four. Their task is to put together a food questionnaire of about 10–12
questions. The questionnaires will determine how much healthy and unhealthy food and drink people
have in a typical day. Elicit how much …? / how many ...? questions, and write two examples on the
board (e.g. “How much milk do you drink in a typical day? How many apples do you eat in a typical
day?”). Explain that each S needs to write a final version of their questionnaire on a sheet of paper.
3. Ss swap questionnaires and answer the questions. Then they return their filled-in questionnaires.
4. Original groups come together and find the healthiest eater among the Ss who filled in their
questionnaires. They explain their choice to the class.
Adaptations

Student-generated questionnaires work well with many subjects, e.g. daily routines, free
time activities, likes/dislikes, fitness, fashion, opinions, what would you do if ...?, etc.
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Photocopiable material

Unit 3

Memory game • food cards
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Photocopiable material

Memory game • food cards
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Photocopiable material

Unit 3

Memory game • word cards

apple

pear

strawberry

cherry

potato

pea

tomato

cucumber

milk

yoghurt

cheese

butter

sausage

chicken

pork

beefsteak

chocolate
cake

pancake

biscuit

ice cream
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Photocopiable material

Recipe cheat • cards

Wash the green
peppers and
tomatoes.

Peel the onions.

Cut the vegetables.

Fry the vegetables
in oil.

Add salt, pepper
and paprika.

Chop the sausages.

Fry the sausages.

Mix the sausages with
the vegetables.

Break the eggs.

Beat the eggs.

Mix in the eggs.

Fry everything
together a bit.

Cook some rice or
cut the bread.

Serve it with hot rice
or fresh white bread.
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Unit 4

Activities
Section 1

Be the rooms!
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.31/2D
Names of rooms; expressing location
Printed pictures of rooms from the NTK website: www.ntk.hu ➙ Idegen Nyelv ➙
Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙ Bloggers

1. Ask for seven volunteers. Give each volunteer a picture of one of the rooms. Revise the room names.
2. Say sentences in which you describe where each room is in relation to the other rooms (e.g. “The sittingroom is next to the dining room. The dining room is on the left and the sitting room is on the right. The
kitchen is next to the dining room. The bedroom is opposite the kitchen, etc.”). Each volunteer moves
into the positions that you described.
3. When Ss get the idea, get Ss without pictures to say sentences and Ss with the pictures to arrange
themselves in the right positions.
4. Ss change roles so that everyone has a chance to describe the positions of the rooms.
Adaptations

1. You can give a full, written description of a flat to groups of Ss. They read it and
arrange themselves into the right positions according to the description.
2. The same idea can be used with other topics related to locations, such as furniture
in a room (find Be the Furniture! below), shops in a shopping mall, buildings in a
city, landmarks on an island, etc.

Section 2

Be the furniture!
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.41/1D
Pieces of furniture; locations
“Be the furniture!” role cards on p.39; two groups will get one card each from the
sitting-room set, and two groups will get one card each from the bathroom set;
Post-it notes

1. Put Ss into four groups, A, B, C and D. The ideal number of Ss in a group is six. If there are less Ss in a
group, tell Ss to substitute the missing people with chairs.
2. Explain that in groups A and B, Ss will be pieces of furniture in a sitting room, and in groups C and D,
they will be items from a bathroom.
3. Give out a role card to each S in every group. Give each S a Post-it note and ask them to write the piece
of furniture they are on it and wear it.
4. Ss read their role card, and then arrange themselves in their groups. They need to make sure that the
final arrangement matches all the cards.
5. Ask groups A and B to look at each other’s arrangements. They compare if they have the same
arrangement or not. If there are differences, they check with the role cards and re-arrange themselves as
necessary.
5. Do the same with groups C and D.
Extension

Tell groups A and B that they are now pieces of furniture in a bedroom. Groups C
and D are in a kitchen. They draw a simple plan with six pieces of furniture. Give
each group six pieces of paper. Based on their plan, they write role cards for each
piece of furniture. Groups then swap role cards and Ss arrange themselves in the
positions the cards suggest. They check the arrangements with the original plans.
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Sitting-room

➙

➙

TV

shelf

➙

Which objects and where?
When to use?
Focus
Materials

➙

bath

➙

➙

washbasin

toilet

➙
➙

plant

rug

➙
armchair

➙

sofa

mirror

shower

shelf

Bathroom

➙

Key

The same idea can be used with other topics related to locations, such as rooms in
a flat, shops in a shopping mall, buildings in a city, landmarks on an island, etc.

➙

Adaptations

Section 3

As a warmer before starting Section 3
Pieces of furniture, “is/are there” questions, locations
“Which objects and where?” role cards on p.40

1. Give out an A or a B picture to each student. They must not look at each other’s pictures. Explain that
both pictures are the same, but there are some different objects missing. These objects are shown next
to the picture BUT! there are extra ones. Their task is to find out which objects are really missing and
mark their places in the picture.
2. Before Ss start, elicit and write on the board examples of questions Ss can ask each other. E.g:
A: Is there a cat in your picture? B: No there isn’t.
B: Are there any disco balls in the sitting-room? A: Yes, there are.
B: Where are they? A: They are under / next to / opposite …
3. Ask Ss to form A + B pairs and do the activity.
4. When pairs have finished, they show each other their pictures and check.
Adaptations

1. It is possible to play the game without the extra objects. It makes it easier, and
“is there / are there” questions are not practised. If you think it is better for your
students this way, cross out the extra objects.
2. The same game can be used with different locations (e.g. a school, a park, a city).

Present Continuous miming relay
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.35/1D
Present Continuous for things happening now
Mime cards on p.41

Follow the instructions on p.15 for Miming relay (U2/S1).
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Unit 4
Find the differences
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After completing Section 3 in the CB and the WB
Present Continuous for things happening now
“Find the differences” pictures on p.42

1. Put Ss in pairs. Explain that they will both have a picture with the same sitting room and the same
people and animals in it. The people and animals are doing different things in the two pictures. Their
task is to find out what they are doing in their partner’s picture.
2. Elicit questions and answers Ss can use to find the differences and write some examples on the board.
E.g. “Is Peter doing his homework in your picture? What is Peter doing in your picture? Peter is dancing
in my picture. What about your picture?”
3. Give out the pictures and make sure Ss do not show their pictures to each other.
4. Ss take turns to ask and answer questions about the pictures. They mark the differences and take notes.
5. As a follow-on, ask Ss to compare their pictures like this.: “In picture A Peter is ....., in picture B he is .....”.
You may want to ask Ss to write up (some of) the sentences, too.
6. To round-up, Ss look at each other’s pictures.
Adaptations

This activity can be used with any pictures that are basically the same but have
some differences.

A typical day in the building
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Section 4

As an introduction to Section 4
Describing family and routines
The six pictures of buildings on CB pp.36-37 printed on A4 from the NTK website:
www.ntk.hu ➙ Idegen Nyelv ➙ Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙ Bloggers

1. Divide your class into six groups. Give each group a different picture. Ask groups to imagine the people
who live or work in the building. What do they do in a typical day? Ask each group to work together to
write one paragraph about a typical day in the building on a separate piece of paper.
2. Collect the paragraphs and give them out at random to other groups of Ss. Put the pictures up on walls.
Label each picture with a Post-it number.
3. Ask Ss to read the paragraph and match it with one of the pictures on the walls.
Note

Extension

In this task, do not give any information about the buildings. Allow Ss to be
imaginative, and praise them for this, even if what they write differs from what they
will later see in the CB. Do not correct or criticise.
1. Ask Ss to label the pictures with relevant words. E.g. geometric patterns, skyscraper,
etc.
2. At the end of the section, you can ask Ss to be different houses and meet and talk,
e.g. “I’m from Yemen. Where are you from?”; “I like your style.” “Your water is very
clear. I love it” etc. They could write dialogues and perform them. Other Ss guess
which houses are talking.
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Unit 4
Interesting houses
When to use?
Focus
Materials

As an alternative to Ex. p.37/1F
Describing houses, searching the Net
Computers

1. Ask Ss to google “interesting houses”, “strange houses” or “weird houses” and choose one. Ask them
to write a description of the house using the guidelines in the CB.
2. Ask Ss to swap descriptions and find the house their partner described on the Internet. If Ss do it in class,
give a time limit of about 2–3 minutes. Then they decide how close the picture is to the description.
Variation

If your Ss do not have access to computers, do the search yourself and print some
pictures to stick on the walls. You can find a good selection on these sites:
http://www.hemmy.net/2007/02/15/weird-houses-around-the-world/
http://villageofjoy.com/50-strange-buildings-of-the-world/
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Photocopiable material

Unit 4

Be the furniture! • role cards
Sitting room
You are the sofa
The shelf is above you. The TV is opposite you.
The rug is between you and the TV. The armchair
is on your left and the plant is on your right.

You are the shelf
You are above the sofa. The TV is opposite you.
Between you and the TV, there’s a rug and the
sofa. The armchair is on your left and the plant is
on your right.

You are the armchair
The plant is opposite you. Between you and the
plant there is a rug. On your right, there’s a sofa
and a shelf above it. The TV is on your left.

You are the TV
The sofa is opposite you with a shelf above it.
Between you and the sofa, there’s a rug.
The plant is on your left and the armchair is on
your right.

You are the plant
The armchair is opposite you. Between you and
the armchair, there’s a rug. There’s a TV on your
right and a sofa with a shelf above it on your left.

You are the rug
You are in the middle of the room. The plant is
on your right and the armchair is on your left.
The sofa with a shelf above it is behind you.
The TV is in front of you.

Bathroom
You are the mirror
You are above the washbasin. The bath is
opposite you. The shower is on your left.
The shelf and the toilet are on your right.

You are the washbasin
The mirror is above you. The bath is opposite
you. The shower is on your left. The shelf and
the toilet are on your right.

You are the shower
The washbasin with a mirror above it is on your
right. The bath is on your left. There is a shelf
opposite you. In the corner across the room,
there’s a toilet.

You are the bath
The washbasin with a mirror above it is opposite
you. There’s a shower on your right. On your left
there’s a toilet and next to it there’s a shelf.

You are the toilet
There is a shelf next to you on your left. There’s
a bath next to you on your right. In the corner
across the room, there’s a shower. Left of the
shower there’s a mirror. Under the mirror there’s
a washbasin.

You are the shelf
There’s a toilet next to you on your right. There’s
a shower opposite you. Between you and the
shower there’s a washbasin with a mirror above
it. In the corner across the room, there’s a bath.
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Unit 4

Which objects and where? • role cards
A
Which objects are missing from your picture? Where are they? Mark their places.

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - B
Which objects are missing from your picture? Where are they? Mark their places.
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Photocopiable material

Present Continuous miming relay • mime cards

You are
gardening.

You are taking
a photo.

You are calling
You are cooking. someone on your
mobile.

You are eating.

You are cutting
onions.

You are having
a shower.

You’re brushing
your teeth.

You’re getting
dressed.

You’re reading
a funny book.

You’re watching
TV.

You’re playing
football.

You’re playing
a computer
game.

You’re walking
the dog.

You’re feeding
the cat.

You’re frying
an egg.

You’re playing
the piano.

You’re sleeping.
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Unit 4

Find the differences • pictures
A
All the people and animals in your picture and S B’s picture are doing different things. Ask B questions and
find the differences. Mark them in your picture and take notes.

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - B
All the people and animals in your picture and S A’s picture are doing different things. Ask A questions and
find the differences. Mark them in your picture and take notes.
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Activities

Get something to eat
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.48/3
Buying food
“Get something to eat” role cards A and B on pp.44-45

1. Put Ss in pairs and ask them to read their role cards and act out the situations. Only monitor, do not
interfere.
2. As a follow-up, ask Ss: “What did you have to eat?”
3. Give feedback.

Which do you like better?
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.49/9
Describing rooms, expressing opinions on furniture
“Which do you like better?” task sheet on p.46

1. Put Ss into pairs and give out the task sheets. As Ss are working, only monitor, do not interfere.
2. As a follow-up, ask Ss who chose Room 1 and who chose Room 2 and why.
3. Give feedback.
Variation

You can do the same activity with newspaper cuttings.
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Photocopiable material

Get something to eat • role card A
1 Shop assistant
You work for Mama Mia Pizzeria. B is a customer. You do not have the items crossed out in the menu.

Mamma Mia Pizzeria
Regular pizzas
£ 11.95
Large pizzas
£ 13.79
With any two toppings of your choice!

Salads
£ 3.82
tomato / cucumber / Greek /mixed / fruit

Choice of toppings
tomato / cheese / onion / chicken / salami /
tuna / ham / sausage / mixed vegetables

Drinks
Mineral water
95 p
Fizzy drinks
£ 1.28
cola / orange / tonic / energy drink
Fruit juices
£ 2.15
orange / apple / grape / cherry / tomato

Extra toppings

regular:
large:

£ 2.26
£ 3.64

2 Customer
Buy your pancake(s).

Beaver’s Pancake Bar
Regular
£ 2.85
Large
£ 3.69
With any one ﬁlling and sauce of your choice!

Extra ﬁlling or sauce
Regular
Large

Choice of ﬁllings
cheese / chicken / tuna / nuts /jam / fresh
fruit

Drinks
Mineral water
85 p
Fizzy drinks
£ 1.12
cola / orange / tonic / energy drink
Fruit juices
£ 1.59
orange / apple / grape / cherry / tomato

Choice of sauces
mayonnaise / sour cream / chocolate /
vanilla / lemon

£ 1.25
£ 2 19
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Revision 2

Get something to eat • role card B
1 Customer
Buy your pizza.

Mamma Mia Pizzeria
Regular pizzas
£ 11.95
Large pizzas
£ 13.79
With any two toppings of your choice!
Choice of toppings
tomato / cheese / onion / chicken / salami /
tuna / ham / sausage / mixed vegetables
Extra toppings

regular: £ 2.26
large: £ 3.64

Salads
£ 3.82
tomato / cucumber / Greek /mixed / fruit
Drinks
Mineral water
95 p
Fizzy drinks
£ 1.28
cola / orange / tonic / energy drink
Fruit juices
£ 2.15
orange / apple / grape / cherry / tomato

2 Shop assistant
You work for Beaver’s Pancake Bar. A is a customer. You do not have the items crossed out in the menu.

Beaver’s Pancake Bar
Regular
£ 2.85
Large
£ 3.69
With any one ﬁlling and sauce of your
choice!
Choice of ﬁllings
cheese / chicken / tuna / nuts /jam / fresh
fruit
Choice of sauces
mayonnaise / sour cream / chocolate /
vanilla / lemon

Extra ﬁlling or sauce
Regular
Large

£ 1.25
£ 2.19

Drinks
Mineral water
85 p
Fizzy drinks
£ 1.12
cola / orange / tonic / energy drink
Fruit juices
£ 1.59
orange / apple / grape / cherry / tomato
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Photocopiable material

Which do you like better? • task sheet
Compare the rooms with your partner.
You describe one room and your partner
describes the other. Help each other
with questions.
How many things are similar in the two
rooms?
What is different?
Which room do you prefer? Why?
Which room is similar to your room?
How?
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Section 1

Favourite day
When to use?
Focus

Activities

As an introduction to U5/S1
Preferences

1. Ask Ss to write on a piece of paper their favourite day and the reason(s) why they like that day.
2. Ask Ss to stand up with their pieces of paper in their hands and find other Ss who like the same day for
the same or similar reasons. Ask them to make groups with these Ss.
3. Ask groups to say which day they like the best and why. It can be predicted that most Ss will choose one
of the weekend days and because they have time to go out and do fun things. Take the opportunity to
elicit, and teach the activities your Ss say they like.

A perfect match
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.53/6B
Likes/dislikes, fixing a programme
“A perfect match” role cards on p.50

1. This activity is ideally played in groups of eight. In each group, two Ss will need to pair with each other.
So if you have a group with more or less than eight Ss: ask two to share a card if you have odd numbers;
and if you have even numbers, take out two matching cards for fewer than eight Ss and add two
matching cards for more than eight Ss. The identical role cards are printed next to each other. For easy
use, keep role cards for different groups separated, with matching cards attached together.
2. Put Ss into groups of eight, and allocate a part of the classroom where they can move freely and mingle.
3. Explain to Ss that the aim of this activity is to find a S within their groups who has the same preferences
as theirs and to fix two Saturday programmes with them.
4. To do this, they will need to have a similar conversation as the one in WB Ex. p.53/6B or CB Ex. p.39/3B.
If a S says “No” to their suggestion because they say they do not like the suggested activity, they need
to say goodbye politely and try another person. They need to find someone with whom they can fix two
programmes.
5. Give out role cards. Make sure Ss do not show their role cards to each other.
6. When Ss have fixed two programmes with someone, they can look at each other’s role cards to see if
they really do match.
7. As a follow-up, you can ask pairs to tell everyone what they are doing next Saturday. This could be a
good introduction to using Present Continuous for planned future in S2, and can be referred to when
clarifying the use of the tense.

Weekend plans
When to use?
Focus

Section 2
After WB Ex. p.55/4B
Fixing programmes, contrasting Present Continuous and “will” for future

1. Ask Ss to draw a grid with three columns. The columns represent Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Alternatively, you can photocopy a diary page for next weekend.
2. Ask Ss to fill in what they have planned for next weekend. If they haven’t decided yet, ask them to
decide now and have a minimum of one programme for each day. Ask them to write the times, too.
3. Tell Ss that their task is to find one person to join them for each planned programme. They also need to
join some programmes suggested by other Ss. They need to write all the programmes into their diaries
including this information: “What? Who with? Where? When?”. Put these question words on the board.
4. Ss mingle and do the task. You may want to set a time limit or let it continue until everyone has fixed
about three programmes.
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5. As a follow-up, ask Ss about their plans for each day.
6. Give feedback on how well Ss used the Present Continuous and “will” for the future.
Variation

As a follow-up (5), you can do a grouping activity. Ask Ss to group themselves
according to what they are doing: on Friday night; on Saturday evening; on Sunday
morning. Ss mingle and ask each other: “What are you doing on ...?” Ss with the
same activity form a group.

Blog party
When to use?
Focus

As an alternative to Ex. p.41/2F
Research skills, writing an invitation

1. Find a blog where a blog party is or was being arranged. Google “blog party”. This is my favourite to use
as it is quite simple and has an original idea: http://www.clicknewz.com/341/come-as-you-are-blog-party
2. Ask Ss if anyone has a blog. Ask those who do what they do to have more readers. Suggest that
organising a blog party may be a good idea.
3. Put Ss into pairs or small groups and ask them to read the blog party invitation and find information
about these questions, which you write on the board:
What is the party about?
When is / was the party on? If the party is still on, when will it finish?
What can / could you do?
How can / could you join?

•
•
•
•

4. In their pairs/groups, Ss think about answers for their own blog party using the questions above.
5. Ss then write an invitation to their blog party. It can be handwritten, or if possible, they can put the
invitation on their own or the class’s blog. They can also send links to the invitation in emails to each
other.
6. Ss read the invitations and decide whose party they want to join. If Ss have blogs, they can actually make
the online parties happen.
Adaptations

Word spies
When to use?
Focus
Materials

You may want to run blog parties as a theme. Find a blog party on the topic of the
lesson and give Ss a research task. Ss may want to write a post or add a link for real,
too.
For different topics, try this blog: http://itsablogparty.com/. It is all about blog
partying on different topics.

Section 4
After Ex. p.44/1A
Vocabulary to describe festivals
One A3 sheet per group; one Post-it note for each S (optional); large prints of the
festival pictures in the book from the NTK website: www.ntk.hu ➙ Idegen Nyelv ➙
Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙ Bloggers

1. Put students in four groups and ask each group to sit together at a table. Give each group a number,
1, 2, 3, 4, and a festival picture. Give each S a letter: A, B, C, or D. The ideal number of Ss in a group
is four. If a group has three Ss, leave out D. If you have more than four students in a group, two Ss can
have the same letter, preferably two As (and B’s if needed). In mixed level groups, A should be the most
advanced S and D the lowest level S. Allocate letters with this in mind, but do not tell Ss.
2. Each group has an A3 sheet, which they divide into four sections. Explain that each section will have a
title, which you will announce as you go along. The titles are: 1. colours; 2. things you see; 3. things you
hear; 4. things you do.
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3. Announce the first category: colours. Groups get one minute to brainstorm words / expressions that fit
the first category. Then Ss A go to the next table (from 1 to 2, from 2 to 3, from 3 to 4, from 4 to 1).
They need to take their pens. They add their previous group’s words onto the paper. Give half a minute
for this. Give groups another minute to brainstorm words for the second category. Then Ss A and B
move to the next table and add their previous group’s words to both categories.
4. Continue like this until all the categories are filled. Every time you move students to another group, add
one more student. Always give one minute for brainstorming, and half a minute when students have
moved groups and are adding words.
5. Ss return to their original group and picture. They check the words that have been collected, correct
them and add any others they can think of. They can ask other groups for meanings of words they do
not know.
6. Get Ss to do the jigsaw reading task on p 44. Ss with the La Tomatina or the Busó picture become Ss A,
and Ss with the Holi or Glastonbury pictures will become Ss B.
7. After the reading tasks, ask Ss to add words to the word posters from the texts.
8. Put pictures and word posters up on the walls and let Ss use them for the picture postcard writing task,
Ex. p.45/1F.
Variation

1. If Ss cannot swap places in your classroom, get them to pass on the pictures and
the word posters after each category.
2. In more advanced groups, give two minutes for brainstorming words and one
minute for adding to the other group’s words.

Adaptation

You can use the same procedure with any pictures. You do not even need a picture.
It is often enough just to give Ss four categories related to a topic.

Text me quickly
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Before WB Ex. p.59/4A
Text messaging and Internet shorthand
“Text Me Quickly” task sheet on p.51

1. Ask Ss how they make texting faster. Teach them the term “abbreviation”.
2. Put Ss in pairs and give out a task sheet to each pair. Let Ss complete as many as they can.
3. Show Ss the NetLingo website http://www.netlingo.com/, show them how it works if needed, and give
them some time to find the meaning of abbreviations they couldn’t guess.
4. When Ss do WB Ex. 4C and D, encourage them to use NetLingo as well as an online text message
translator such as http://www.lingo2word.com/translate.php or http://www.transl8it.com. Warn your Ss
that when you use the “lingo to plain English” function, the plain English often needs corrections.
Acknowledgement

The task sheet is based on a similar one by Sally Farley.

Key

For Your Information
1. be right back, 2. laughing out loud / lots of love, 3. got to go, 4. see what I
mean? 5. away from keyboard, 6. oh, my god, 7. ta-ta (=bye) for now, 8. don’t
go there = I don’t want to talk about it, 9. girlfriend/boyfriend, 10. at the moment,
11. oh I see, 12. no problem/nosy parents, 13. in your dreams =never, 14. I love
you 15. bye for now
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A perfect match • role cards

Find the best person to go out with next
Saturday. Make two programmes.
Decide together:
what to do
when and where to meet.

Find the best person to go out with
next Saturday. Make two programmes.
Decide together:
what to do
when and where to meet.

Your profile:
You like dancing and films.
You hate sports and concerts.

Your profile:
You like dancing and films.
You hate sports and concerts.

Find the best person to go out with
next Saturday. Make two programmes.
Decide together:
what to do
when and where to meet.

Find the best person to go out with
next Saturday. Make two programmes.
Decide together:
what to do
when and where to meet.

Your profile:
You like dancing and sports.
You hate films and concerts.

Your profile:
You like dancing and sports.
You hate films and concerts.

Find the best person to go out with
next Saturday. Make two programmes.
Decide together:
what to do
when and where to meet.

Find the best person to go out with
next Saturday. Make two programmes.
Decide together:
what to do
when and where to meet.

Your profile:
You like films and sports.
You hate dancing and concerts.

Your profile:
You like films and sports.
You hate dancing and concerts.

Find the best person to go out with
next Saturday. Make two programmes.
Decide together:
what to do
when and where to meet.

Find the best person to go out with
next Saturday. Make two programmes.
Decide together:
what to do
when and where to meet.

Your profile:
You like films and concerts.
You hate dancing and sports.

Your profile:
You like films and concerts.
You hate dancing and sports.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Text me quickly • task sheet
What do these text message and Internet abbreviations mean?

F__ Y____ I__________
1. brb

Be ___________ ________

2. lol

Laughing _________ _________ OR Lots _________ _________

3. gtg

Got _________ _________

4. swim

See _______ I _________

5. afk

Away _______ __________

6. omg

Oh ___ __________

7. ttfn

Ta - ____ _____ ______

8. dgt

Don’t ___ ______

9. gf/bf

___________/___________

10. atm

At ____ ________

11. oic

Oh __ ____

12. np

No _______ OR Nosy ________

13. iyd

In _____ _________

14. 143

I _______ ________

15. B4N

Bye _____ _____
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Wall sorting: Are you wearing it?
When to use?
Focus

Activities
Section 1

As an introduction to Unit 6
Items of clothing

1. Choose two walls of the classroom between which Ss can move easily, from one wall to the other.
2. Write this question on the board: Are you wearing it? Tell Ss that one of the walls means YES, I am, and
the other means NO, I’m not wearing it. Check if Ss remember which wall means what.
3. Shout out names of different clothes. Ss move to the relevant wall, according to what they are wearing.
Ask Ss at the YES wall to show the items in question. Get Ss to repeat the words as needed.
4. Start with simple items such as jeans or T-shirt. If you see that Ss are familiar with the vocabulary, you
can start adding adjectives and make it more complex. It is a good idea to include items from
CB p.46/Ex.1A, e.g. dark mini skirt, high heels, colourful tights, comfortable clothes, a pair of blue jeans,
low heels, red top, sporty clothes, baggy jeans, trainers, hoody, cap, sexy clothes, black T-shirt, boots,
jacket, tight trousers, dark clothes. Avoid having more than one or two simple items that no one is
wearing.
5. You may want Ss to shout out items, too.
Variation
Adaptations

If Ss cannot move between the walls of your classroom, ask them to stand up and
turn towards the relevant wall.
Wall-sorting activities can be used with many different topics and vocabulary sets
and any activity that boils down to decision making (yes/no, agree / disagree, A/B/
C/B, true/false, etc.).

Section 2

Wall sorting: Clothes
When to use?
Focus

As a warmer before starting Section 2
Clothes items

1. You need two walls between which Ss can stand wherever they want.
2. Give meanings to walls like: summer–winter, casual–elegant, men’s–ladies’, trendy–old-fashioned, etc.
one after the other. With each category, you say the names of clothes and ask students to position
themselves between the two walls to express their opinion. E.g. If they think boots are only for the
winter, they walk to the wall that means “winter”. If they think they wear them all around the year, they
walk to the middle of the room. Ask them to give reasons for where they are standing.
3. You may want Ss to shout out items or choose categories, too.

Back-to-back descriptions
When to use?
Focus

Section 3

As a warmer before starting Section 3
Describing what people are wearing

1. Ask Ss to form a circle so that everyone can see everyone else. Tell them: “You get one minute. Look at
everybody. What are they wearing? You must remember. Memorise it!”
2. After one minute, pull two people together at random with their backs (nearly) touching. They must not
look at the person who is behind them.
3. In turns, ask Ss to describe what the person behind them is wearing. Ask them to describe colours and
items of clothing. Adjectives like trendy, tight, etc. are good to add, too. After a pair have finished, ask
them to look at each other and correct themselves if necessary: “Sári isn’t wearing a yellow top. She is
wearing an orange top.”
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Why can’t you put it on?
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Before Ex. p.51/2D
Singular and plural of clothes items; too and enough
A bag of different clothes

1. Bring to class (or collect in class) different items of clothing. Include different sizes, colours, styles, age,
and levels of cleanliness. It’s good to have some really small items like babies’ clothes or dolls’ clothes as
well as huge XXL pieces, some strikingly dirty ones or old ones. Go for dramatic contrasts.
2. Offer inappropriate items of clothing to people (e.g. they don’t fit, or match what they are already
wearing). The more dramatic the contrast between the person and the item of clothing, the better.
3. This could go like this: You offer the biggest boy a tiny baby’s item: “Laci, put this on, please.” Laci: “No,
no! I can’t!” Pretend you do not understand: “Why???”, and elicit: “It’s too small for me.” Then get it
from another S: “It’s too small for him.” Then say: “Say it with ‘big’” to elicit: “It’s not big enough for
me / him.” Then choose another item and another S.
4. Make sure both “too” and ‘”enough” are used whenever possible. E.g. “They are too big.” – “They aren’t
small enough.”; “It is too girly.” – “Not good enough for boys.”

Your clothes shopping
When to use?
Focus
Materials

At the end of Section 3
Asking about the price and size of clothes
“Your clothes shopping” cards on pp.55-57

1. This game is a “Happy families” type of card game. For a general description, go to p.29 (U3/S2 Food
tricks).
2. Explain to Ss that they have been shopping for clothes, but somehow their shopping got mixed up. There
are five outfits of four items altogether, that is five tricks of four cards to collect. The items that belong to
a trick have an image, a colour, a size and a price attached to them. All these must be the same in the big
pictures as in the small ones from the same trick. Consequently, Ss need to ask about them all.
3. Elicit the language Ss can use to ask for the right clothes items. E.g. “Have you got a size XXL T-shirt?
What colour is it? How much is it? / Have you got a pair of baggy jeans? What size are they? What colour
are they? How much are they?”, etc.
4. Otherwise follow general rules.

Half a picture description: outfits
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Section 4

As a warmer before Section 4
Describing outfits; Present Continous
Magazine pictures of people wearing different kinds of clothes; the pictures are cut in
half in a way that the person in the picture is cut into a left and a right part

1. Cut out and cut in two halves as described above magazine pictures in which people are wearing
different outfits. It is good if the pictures are similar (similar items, colours) so that there is a challenge to
describe all the items.
2. Give each S half of a picture and tell them that they need to find the other half. They do it by mingling
and describing what people are wearing in their own picture and asking about the clothes in other Ss’
pictures. They must not show their pictures to anybody. Ask Ss to put the picture between two pages of
their book and carry it that way.
3. When Ss think they have found the half-picture matching theirs, they can check with each other’s
picture.
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4. You can ask Ss to sit with the person with the other half of their picture and do the tasks in CB p.52/Ex.1
together.
Adaptation

This activity can be used with many picture description tasks to practise adjectives,
adverbs of space and the Present Continuous.

Fashion blogging
When to use?
Focus

After Ex. p.53/1D
Research skills, describing outfits

1. After reading about Tavi’s blog, Ss may want to check it out themselves: http://www.thestylerookie.com.
2. Give them the task of finding an outfit posted on the blog that they find interesting and describing it.
The description part can be done in different ways:
Ss can project the picture onto a screen or the wall, and give a short talk about the outfit to the class.
Ss can write their descriptions and give it to each other. The reader then finds the outfit in Tavi’s blog.
Ss can link to the image and make their comments in their own / the class’s blog.

•
•
•

3. Based on the experience with Tavi’s blog, some of the Ss may want to do CB Ex. p.53/2B online.
Variation

If your Ss are interested in other fashion bloggers, you can do the same activity
including more blogs. Google “fashion blogs”. Here are some more with a young
author:
http://seaofshoes.typepad.com/
http://www.fashiontoast.com/
http://childhoodflames.blogspot.com/2010_08_01_archive.html
http://www.bryanboy.com/
http://fashionpirates.blogspot.com/
If you decide to use more blogs, you can ask Ss to compare blogs and/or find out if
the bloggers know each other, and if they do, is it only online, or have they met in
real life?

Further ideas

Apart from her archives, Tavi has posted articles and projects. You find them under
“For when you have absolutely nothing else to do” if you look at the sidebar. For
this level, I recommend two posts:
Greek gods http://www.thestylerookie.com/2009/02/mythz.html.
Tavi has made photos of herself dressed up as Greek gods and goddesses, which
could inspire similar projects.
Her Q&A page http://www.thestylerookie.com/2008/12/q-post-finally.html. Find
some facts about Tavi that your Ss can understand in English. Write up some true
or false sentence. Give them to Ss and ask them to skim the page and decide which
sentences are true and which are false. Ss can also make true or false questions
for each other. Put them in pairs to write the T/F sentences, then get pairs to swap
sentences.
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Your clothes shopping • cards
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Revision 3

Activities

Buying an outfit
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.73/7
Buying clothes
“Buying an outfit” role cards on pp.59-60

1. Put Ss into pairs and explain that they will take turns to buy clothes from each other. The customer has a
complete outfit for a boy and for a girl to choose from.
2. Ss imagine that they see the outfit in a shop and ask the assistant for the right colour and size of each
item. Shop assistants can see the picture of the outfit and they have information on what they have in
the shop. The aim is for the customer to buy as many of the clothes as they can in the right size and with
matching colours. Customers need to write down in a list what they bought and for how much.
3. Model with a S what to do and how to start. E.g. “Excuse me. (pointing at the picture) I’d like to buy
these jeans.” etc.
4. As a follow-up, ask Ss what they bought, and see if the sizes fit and the colours match. Also, find out
who has spent the most and who has spent the least.

Can you join me?
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.73/8
Fixing programmes, using will and Present Continuous for future
“Can you join me?” role cards on p.61

1. Put Ss in A+B pairs and tell them that they are the best of friends and they want to do as many things as
possible together at the weekend.
2. Give a role card to each student and tell them that this is what they have planned for the weekend so
far. Their aim is to fix as many programmes as possible for the weekend. They must not look at each
others’ role cards.
3. As a follow-up, ask pairs what they have fixed together.
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Buying an outfit • role cards
A
1. Customer
You want to have one of these two outfits.
Decide about the colours and sizes you
want. Buy the items from B. You can show
him/her your picture. You have £ 200.
Make a list of what you buy and how
much you pay.

2. Shop assistant
These are the colours and sizes you have in your shop. Help B.
item

colours

sizes

price

top with a hood

green, blue, yellow

XS, M, L

£ 13.40

T-shirt

black, grey, red

L, XL, XXL

£ 15.50

sports bag

brown, red, blue, black

-

£ 36.69

sack

green, blue, orange, grey

-

£ 29.38

baggy jeans

blue, black

S, M, L, XL

£ 27.85

skinny (=tight) jeans

black, blue, grey, red

S, M, L

£ 24.95

boots

brown, red, grey, black

36, 37, 38, 40

£ 49.99

sports shoes

white+ grey,
white + black,
white + blue

41, 43, 44, 46

£ 38.72

jacket

black, blue, grey

M, L, XL, XXL

£ 54.40

cap

black, blue, red

L, XL

£ 12.55
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B
1. Shop assistant
These are the colours and sizes you have in your shop. Help A.
item

colours

sizes

price

T-shirt

brown, grey, green

M, S, L

£ 14.37

jacket

black, brown, blue

S, M, L

£ 38.99

skinny (=tight) jeans

blue, black

M, L, XL

£ 28.70

baggy jeans

blue, grey

M, L, XL, XXL

£ 27.85

sports shoes

black+white+red
black+white+yellow

39, 40, 42, 44

£32.26

boots

brown, orange, red

36, 37, 38, 40

£ 41.52

scarf

black+white+red
brown+white+green
yellow+green+orange

-

£ 19.68

belt

black, brown, red

-

£ 12.44

2. Customer
You want to have one of these two outfits.
Decide about the colours and sizes you
want. Buy the items from A. You can show
him/her your picture. You have £ 200.
Make a list of what you buy and how much
you pay.
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Can you join me? • role cards
A
This is your plan for next weekend. Ask your partner to join you in the programmes you have planned. Also,
listen to your partner’s suggestions. Fix as many programmes as you can together. Write them in the diary.
Do not forget to agree when and where you’ll meet.
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

School

9.00 – 11.00 swimming

Do homework

3.00 – 5.00 Basket ball

shopping with Mom

13.00 Gabby’s lunch party

a.m.

8.00 Disco

p.m.

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - B
This is your plan for next weekend. Ask your partner to join you in the programmes you have planned. Also,
listen to your partner’s suggestions. Fix as many programmes as you can together. Write them in the diary.
Do not forget to agree when and where you’ll meet.
Friday

Saturday

School

Do homework

9.00 concert: The Loonies

1.00 lunch with Granny

Sunday
All-day bike trip

a.m.

p.m.

7.00 Cinema
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Let’s do some sports!
When to use?
Focus

Activities
Section 1

After Ex. p.54/1A
Vocabulary: names of sports

1. You need enough space for your class to stand up and move about in. It may be a good idea to go to
the school yard or the corridor.
2. Divide the class into two groups, A and B. They will take turns in miming the sports the other half
of the class wants them to. When a group is miming, they all mime playing the sport as a group,
spontaneously. When a group isn’t miming, they act as spectators. This means that Ss should always
be “acting”. It is very important that they do not speak or make any noise at all. Only movements are
allowed.
3. Start by tossing a coin to decide who gives a sport to the other group first. With each miming, give
groups half a minute.
Variation

To introduce this game, you can show Ss the scene at the end of Antonioni’s Blow
Up, when the photographer sees a group of mimes playing tennis. You can find it
on YouTube here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9u78vNOvvQ

Sit down if ...
When to use?
Focus

After WB Ex. p.77/2D
Collocations with play / do / go and names of sports + sports verbs; can for ability

1. To start this game, Ss need to be standing. Say instructions with “can” and a sports activity, e.g.
“Sit down if you can do gymnastics / swim / play basketball.”
2. Start with ones that you know few or no Ss can do.
3. Ask a S who is sitting down already to say the next sentence.
Adaptations

1. This game can be played with different sentence structures and topics, e.g. Sit
down if you have ... / have done sg / have been to ... / did something last night ...,
etc.
2. Instead of sitting down, you can give different instructions like turn around three
times / clap twice / jump five times, etc.

Find the names
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Section 2
Before starting S2
Collocations with play / do / go and names of sports + sports verbs; “can” for ability
“Find the names” task sheet on p.66; Post-it notes

1. Before class, give each name on the task sheet a number, and write them in a list. Have a different order
from the one you find in the information grid. E.g.1. Maggie, 2. Paul, 3. Doris, 4. Mitch, 5. Hazel,
6. Lesley.
2. Put Ss into groups of six and give each S a number from 1 to 6 in each group. Ask Ss to write their
number on a Post-it note and wear it.
3. Give a task sheet to each S. Show them the information grid. Tell them that in their groups, everyone
will get one of the names in the grid. They will ask each other questions about the information in the
information grid. The aim will be to indentify which number of S is which name as fast as possible. It is
important to ask the questions that identify a person the fastest. Give Ss a minute to study the grid for
best questions.
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4. Call different-numbered Ss one after the other to a part of the room where other Ss cannot hear you.
Tell Ss the name you have given them, corresponding to the numbers on your list. Tell them to enter
their name and all the information on the person in the notes grid. Also, emphasise that their name is a
secret.
5. Explain to Ss that they need to take turns to ask questions to find out which number is which name.
They always ask one person one question when it is their turn. They call a person by the number they
wear. Elicit or give an example for each column. E.g. “Number 4 please, can you do yoga? “ “Number 6
please, can you ride a bike?”, etc.
6. Tell Ss to pay attention to ALL the questions and answers and take notes in the notes grid.
7. When a S has matched all the names and numbers in their group, they need to give their list of names
and numbers to you.
8. The winner is the person with the first correct list of names and numbers.
Adaptations

The same idea can be used with many different topics and grammar structures like
personal data, routine, things you have done, etc.

Acknowledgement

I got the idea from the activity “Who is who?”.

Comparisons line-ups
When to use?
Focus

Before Ex. p.56/2A
Comparative and superlative adjectives; parts of the body

1. In this activity, you ask Ss to line up from one extreme to the other, e.g. from the shortest person to the
tallest, from the longest hair to the shortest hair, from the best tennis player to the worst, etc.
2. To make the lines, Ss need to compare and ask each other questions.
3. When the line is established, get Ss to compare other Ss in the line and also to name the two extremes,
e.g. “I’m shorter than Laci.” “Magdi is taller than Kriszta.” “Gergő has the biggest feet.”, etc.
4. Possible topics include:
tallest/shortest
longest/shortest hair
oldest/youngest
best/worst skateboarder or tennis/basketball player
strongest/weakest (ask them how many kilos they can carry home from the shop)
longest/shortest legs
biggest/smallest feet/hands
most/least flexible
fastest/slowest

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Note

Avoid any topics you think will be sensitive in your classroom. Make sure you
include ones that are important to some of the Ss., e.g. if you have a S who is good
at karate, include this.

Adaptations

Line-ups are possible with many different topics, e.g. how long people have been
doing things, how much food they had for breakfast, how many hours they slept
last night, etc.
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Guinness World Records
When to use?
Focus

After WB Ex. p.79/2E
Superlative adjectives, research skills

1. Put Ss into eight groups. Each group chooses one of the categories from the Guinness World Records
site http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/records/: Human Body, Amazing Feats, Natural World,
Science & Technology, Arts & Media, Modern Society, Travel & Transport, Sports & Games.
2. Each group chooses the most interesting record(s) in their category and tells the class about it.
Extension

You can also hold a “Class records” competition. Brainstorm possible record
topics and write questions on the board, e.g. “Who has the most ...?; Which
student is the ... –est?” Students run competitions or ask each other questions to
find out who are the class record holders

Fitness test
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After finishing S2
Giving and following instructions for physical activity
As required in the description of the exercises

1. Find a good fitness test online. You can google “fitness test”. Here’s a good one:
http://www.topendsports.com/testing/hometest.htm. Put Ss into as many groups as there are fitness
activities. In the example, we have these six activities: push ups, sit ups, squats, vertical jump, step test,
sit & reach.
2. In their groups, Ss prepare to give the test to others in the class. Give them this list of questions:
How does the test go?
What does it measure?
What are the instructions?
How do you get the results?
How do you interpret the results?
Often, you can find videos or photos online, with the description of the exercise. You can often find the
world record, too.

•
•
•
•
•

3. For the fitness testing, it is good to organise the space in such a way that each group has a “station”.
They write the name of the exercise they’ll give other people on a poster e.g. “The push-up test”. Half of
each group walks around and does the exercises with other groups, while the other half of each group
stays at their station and helps other Ss with the exercise they prepared.
Comment:

This can work really well if an English and a PE lesson combine. Ss can prepare in an
English lesson and do the testing in a PE lesson in the gym using English.

Choose a fitness centre
When to use?
Focus

Section 3

At the end of S3
Services and prices at a fitness centre; searching for information and evaluating
information

1. Find three fitness centres online. Google “fitness centre”.
2. Put Ss in pairs and give them the links to the fitness centres. Their task is to choose the best fitness
centre to join. Give them these questions:
Which services of the centre can I / do I want to use?
How much do I pay?

•
•
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3. Give Ss a time limit of about 6-8 minutes to skim information on the sites and decide which centre is the
best for them and why.
4. Get pairs to report their decision and give reasons.
Adaptations

Finding the best service online can be done with different topics such as travelling,
ordering food, and buying and selling.

The Was / Were student-generated quiz
When to use?
Focus

Section 4

After WB Ex. 83/2C
was/were/wasn’t/weren’t

1. Put Ss into pairs or small groups. Tell them that their task is to choose a sports person or a team in
sports history and write similar was/were gapped sentences like those in WB Ex. p.82/2B. Ask Ss to write
between two and four sentences.
2. Suggest some sites for getting information, such as
http://en.wikipedia.org,
http://www.libraryspot.com/biographies/athletes.htm
3. When Ss are ready with the gapped sentences, pairs/groups swap sentences and fill in the gaps.
4. Ss return the completed sentences. They correct each other and give feedback.
Variation

You can collect Ss’ gapped sentences or ask them to email them to you. Then put
the gapped sentences together in a task sheet and give it to the class in the next
lesson.
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Photocopiable material

Unit 7
Find the names • task sheet

1. Your teacher will give you a number. Write it on a Post-it note and wear it.
2. Your teacher will give you a name. Keep this name secret. Find your name in the information grid. Enter
the name and all the information with your number in the notes grid.
3. Take turns to ask questions to find out which number goes with which name. E.g. “Number 6 please,
can you ride a bike?” Take notes in the notes grid.
4. Answer other Ss’ questions when they ask your number. Use the information with the name your
teacher gave you.
5. When you have matched all the names and numbers in your group, give your list to you teacher. Try to
be the first!
notes grid
yoga

badminton skateboard

swimming

basketball

biking

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

information grid
yoga

badminton

skateboard

swim

basketball

bike

Doris

✓

✓

✕

✕

✓

✕

Lesley

✓

✓

✕

✕

✕

✓

Maggie

✕

✕

✕

✓

✓

✓

Hazel

✕

✕

✓

✕

✓

✓

Paul

✓

✕

✓

✓

✕

✕

Mitch

✕

✓

✓

✓

✕

✕
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Section 1

A story in pictures
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Activities

After WB Ex. p.87/3C
Telling a story; regular Past Tense forms
For every group of Ss, a set of cut-up “Story in pictures” picture cards on p.71

1. Put Ss in groups of 3 or 4. Explain to Ss that in their groups, they will play a picture card game. The cards
tell a story. Ss will all have some of the cards. They will need to establish the right order of the picture
cards to make a story. There are two basic rules:
1. Talk and agree first – only show pictures afterwards.
2. No single cards on the table! All the cards on the table must belong to at least another card.
Put these basic rules on the board.
2. The group that first establishes the right order is the winner. Ss establish the right order of pictures this
way: in turns they say a sentence about one of their pictures. E.g. “They arrived at the disco at 9.45 p.m.“
If someone in the group thinks they have the picture before or after it, they say: “Before / After that ...”
and they say a sentence about their picture. If the group agrees that the two pictures follow each other,
the players put down the pictures. If the group does not agree, they keep the pictures. In simple words:
agree by talking first, then show the pictures.
3. Once there are picture cards on the table, Ss can fit their cards among them when it is their turn. But
here, too the rule is the same: talk and agree first, then show the picture card. So this is what they do:
they point at the card on the table and say “Before / After that...” and they say a sentence about their
picture. Again, the group decides if the order is right and if the player can put the picture card down.
4. If at any point Ss realise the order is not right, they can reorganise cards, or remove cards from the table.
Single cards cannot be left on the table.
5. After all the groups have established the order of the picture cards, ask one group to tell the story. Other
groups say if they have a different order.
Variations

This game can be played in different groupings.
1. In a weaker class, you could have groups of six or eight with two Ss sharing the
same picture cards. Give pairs some time first to write up their sentences.
2. If you want to play this more like a warmer or relaxation break, do it as a line-up
activity. One or two Ss get one card. In turns, Ss say a sentence about their picture.
They keep repeating their sentences until they manage to arrange themselves into
the right order in a line without showing their cards to anybody.

Key

1. Yesterday evening Lizzie went to the disco with her friend, Kathy. 2. They arrived
at the disco at 9.45 p.m. 3. A boy asked Kathy to dance at 9.46. 4. At 10.20 Lizzie
was at the table on her own. 5. A boy asked her to dance. 6. Lizzie liked him.
7. They danced a lot. 8. Then they talked and laughed a lot. 9. The boy asked
Lizzie: “Shall we walk a bit?” 10. Lizzie happily answered: “Yes, let’s walk!”
11. They walked in a park. 12. The boy asked: “Is Kathy your friend? I would love
to go out with her. Can you help me?”
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Past Tense forms bingo
When to use?
Focus

Section 2

After WB Ex. p.88/1
Irregular Past Tense forms

1. For a general description of the game, go to p.6 (U1 S2 Numbers bingo)
2. To play this with Past Tense forms, make a list of the irregular verbs Ss already know. WB Ex. p.88/1A
gives a good list. Write the infinitives on the board for Ss to choose from.
3. Ask Ss to make the bingo grids with ten spaces and write an irregular past tense form in each space.
4. Read out the infinitive forms of the irregular verbs one after the other in random order. Tick the ones you
have said on your list.
Variation
Adaptations

Ask Ss to write the infinitives and read out the Past Tense forms
Bingo can be used with many different topics. See other examples
on p.6 (U1/S2 Numbers bingo) and on p.13 (U2/S1, Times bingo)

Nata village
When to use?
Focus

After Ex. p.65/1F
Research skills

1. Tell Ss that they will see the blog of Nata village, where Maipelo in the CB comes from.
2. Put Ss into small groups. Write these questions on the board:
Where is Nata?
What is the biggest problem in Nata?
How many orphans has Nata got?
What is the latest post? What is it about?
Choose a picture and tell the class what it is about.
You want to help. What can you do?
Google “Nata village” or use these links:
http://natavillage.typepad.com/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/natavillage/
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2431393078

•
•
•
•
•
•

3. To round-up, discuss the questions and look at the photos groups have chosen.

Section 3

Past Tense ball game
When to use?
Focus
Materials

As a warmer before starting Section 3
Irregular Past Tense forms
One small ball

1. Ask Ss to form a circle. When they throw the ball, they say the infinitive form of an irregular verb.
When they catch the ball, they say the Past Tense form of the same verb.
Adaptations

Throwing the ball is a game that can be played with different language areas.
See also p.14 (U2/S1 Times ball game)
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Who did you meet at the weekend?
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After Ex. p.66/1B
Past Simple questions
“Who did you meet?” role cards on p.72, notes grid on p.73; Post-it notes

1. Put Ss into groups of four. Tell them that they will all get a role card with a name and information about
last weekend.
2. The aim is to find two people in the group who they met last weekend, i.e. they went to the same place,
at the same time. With the cinema, it also has to be the same film. Write on board: “same place, same
time + cinema: same film”.
3. Give out the role cards. Tell Ss that they must not show their role cards to anyone.
4. Give each S a Post-it note and ask them to write the name on their role cards on it and wear it.
5. Elicit questions Ss need to ask each other to find the person they met. E.g. “Did you go swimming/to
the disco? When did you go to the cinema / restaurant? Where did you swim? What did you see at the
cinema?” You may want to write some examples on the board.
6. In their groups, Ss take turns to ask questions. They ask one person at a time, so they start by calling that
person’s name. E.g. “Pat, where did you have lunch on Sunday?”
7. To find the two people they met, they need to listen to all the questions and answers and take notes of
them. Give out the notes grid. Ss enter the names of the other three players in their groups in the grids.
They tick the times, places and film titles that are the same as theirs, and cross out the ones that are
different.
8. When a S has found two people they met, they come to you and check.
9. As a follow-up, ask Ss who met at the swimming pool / at the disco / at the cinema / at the restaurant,
where and when exactly, and what they saw.
Key

Pat and Max: swimming; Pat and Terry: disco; Terry and Fran: restaurant; Fran and
Max: cinema

Section 4

Past Tense hear-say
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.92/1B
Irregular Past Tense forms
“Past Tense hear-say” cards on p.74

For information and instructions go to p.15 (U2/S2 Hear-say)

Story-telling options
When to use?
Focus
Materials

With CB Section 4
Vocabulary for a story and story-telling
Enlarged and printed versions of the pictures illustrating Juliane’s story. Find them
on the NTK website: www.ntk.hu ➙ Idegen Nyelv ➙ Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙
Bloggers

1. Use the large prints of the pictures to pre-teach some of the vocabulary.
2. With CB Ex p.68/1A, get Ss to show the order using the big pictures.
3. With CB Ex p.68/1B, get Ss to write the paragraph numbers with the pig pictures.
4. After CB Ex. p.69/1E, get Ss to choose a picture and talk like Julian would in that picture. Other Ss say
which picture. Model the activity first. E.g. “I remember my father. He taught me about the river. I can
follow this river and find people.”
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5. When Ss do Ex. p.69/1F, you can signal turn-taking by clapping. Every time you clap, the other S in the
pair continues the story. Make the claps quite fast, as it is easier and more fun for Ss that way. You can
use the same technique with the two stories about dogs in WB S4.
6. Find a CNN interview with Juliane here:
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/europe/07/02/germany.aircrash.survivor/index.html#cnnSTCVideo
Ask your Ss to tick information in the book that they also hear in the report. Then play it again and ask
for any extra information Ss can find.
7. On YouTube, you can also find an extract from Werner Herzog’s beautiful documentary, “Wings of
Hope” about Julianne’s story http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szH3vaPzUXQ or type Juliane Koepcke
into the search engine. Play until 1:25 as the rest might be too difficult. Ask your Ss these questions:
Where are they? (In the same hut. The Peruvian men found Julianne there.)
Who is the man? (One of the Peruvian men. Juliane saw him first.)
What happened to Juliane after the men found her in the hut? (They took her to the next village in
their boat.)

•
•
•

Then ask groups of Ss to write this part of the story as if told by the man who first found Juliana.
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Unit 8

A story in pictures • picture cards

Yesterday evening / Lizzie /
her friend, Kathy / go

They / arrive

boy / ask to dance

Lizzie / be / table / on her own

boy / ask to dance

Lizzie / like

They / dance / a lot

They / talk / laughed / a lot

boy / ask

Lizzie / happily / answer

They / walk

boy / ask
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Photocopiable material

Who did you meet at the weekend? • role cards
Pat
Swimming

Sat. 8.30 – 10.30 a.m.

Dolphin’s Pool

Disco

Sat. 21.15 – 23.30

Hot Tracks Disco

Cinema: Robin Hood

Fri. 19.00 – 20.45

Widest Screens Cinema

Restaurant

Sun. 13.00 – 14.30

Kebab World

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - Max
Swimming

Sat. 8.30 – 10.30 a.m.

Dolphin’s Pool

Disco

Fri. 21.15 – 23.30

Hot Tracks Disco

Cinema: Robin Hood

Sat. 21.00 – 22. 45

Dream World Cinema

Restaurant

Sun. 12.00 – 13.30

Red Hot Chilli Place

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - Terry
Swimming

Sat. 15.00 – 16.30.

Dolphin’s Pool

Disco

Sat. 21.15 – 23.30

Hot Tracks Disco

Cinema: Scott Pilgrim vs. The World

Fri. 19.00 – 20.45

Widest Screens Cinema

Restaurant

Sun. 18.00 – 20.00

Red Hot Chilli Place

-------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - Fran
Swimming

Sat. 8.30 – 10.30 a.m.

Free Style Pool

Disco

Sat. 21.15 – 23.30

Chat-up Disco

Cinema: Robin Hood

Sat. 21.00 – 22. 45

Dream World Cinema

Restaurant

Sun. 18.00 – 20.00

Red Hot Chilli Place
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Unit 8

Who did you meet at the weekend? • notes grid
Name

Swimming

Disco

Cinema

Restaurant

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - Name

Swimming

Disco

Cinema

Restaurant

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - Name

Swimming

Disco

Cinema

Restaurant

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - Name

Swimming

Disco

Cinema

Restaurant

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place

Time
Place
Film

Time
Place
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Unit 8
Past Tense hear-say • cards
Hear
come
find
give
drink
heard
met
wake
bring
tore
got
fly

Say
came
found
gave
drank
fall
say
woke
brought
see
win
flew

Hear
fall
left
say
drank
found
ate
broke
teach
see
get
know

Say
fell
meet
said
tell
hear
come
bring
taught
saw
got
knew

Hear
meet
XXXXXXX
fell
said
came
had
told
brought
saw
won
knew

Say
met
do
go
eat
become
drink
wake
teach
lose
take
fly

Hear
leave
did
go
became
gave
tell
woke
taught
lost
win
took

Say
left
find
went
give
have
told
break
tear
get
won
know

Hear
went
do
hear
become
have
eat
break
tear
lose
take
fly

Say
leave
did
heard
became
had
ate
broke
tore
lost
took
flew END
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Revision 4

Activities

A new fitness programme
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.97/5
Sports one can / can’t do or likes /dislikes doing; giving and asking for advice,
facilities and services in a fitness centre
“A new fitness programme” role cards on p.76

1. Put Ss into A+B pairs. Tell them that they will take turns to be the customer and the fitness centre
receptionist.
2. Give out a role card to each student. Give Ss some time to read the role cards and ask you for help as
needed.
3. As a follow-up, ask Ss what fitness programme they have agreed on.

Find the similarities
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.98/11
Simple past questions about facts of life
“Find the similarities” information cards on p.77

1. Put Ss into A+B pairs. Tell them that they will get information on the life history of two different people.
Their task is to find all the possible similarities in the life stories. If they find a similarity, they write it in a
sentence. When they have finished, they need to have a list of sentences with the similarities.
2. Elicit possible questions about birth, starting school, moving house, meeting best friend, best present,
worst accident, best result. Then give out the information cards to Ss.
3. After pairs finish, ask them to list all the similarities.
Key

They were born on the same day. They started school in 2000. They moved once.
They met their best friend at school. They didn’t like (going to) secondary school.
They got a pet for their 11th birthday. They won a school competition.
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Photocopiable material

A new fitness programme • role cards
A
1. Customer
You want to change your fitness programme because of these reasons:
You think you are not slim enough and fast enough.
You think your legs are not nice and strong enough.
You want to play a ball game well.
You can swim, cycle and play basket ball and badminton a little. You like water sports and ball games, but
you don’t like dancing or aerobics at all.

•
•
•

Talk to B, a fitness centre receptionist. Get his/her advice. Make your fitness programme together. What
facilities and classes do you choose?
2. Receptionist
You work for a fitness centre. These are your facilities and services.
Facilities: swimming pool, sauna, exercise machines
Classes: aerobics, salsa aerobics, karate, judo, boxing, cycling, aqua gym
B is a new customer. Find out what (s)he wants, likes and can do. Make a fitness programme for him/her.
Try to sell as many of your classes and services as you can!

HELP combat sports = küzdő sportok
--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - B
1. Receptionist
You work for a fitness centre. These are your facilities and services.
Facilities: swimming pool, tennis court (=pálya), exercise machines
Classes: salsa dancing, aerobics, salsa aerobics, karate, cycling, aqua gym, fit-ball, tennis
A is a new customer. Find out what (s)he wants, likes and can do. Make a fitness programme for him/her.
Try to sell as many of your classes and services as you can!
2. Customer
You want to change your fitness programme because of these reasons:
You think you are too thin and too weak.
You think your arms and stomach area are not nice and strong enough.
You want to do some combat (=küzdő) sports.

•
•
•

You can swim, cycle and do boxing and karate a little bit. You like water sports, combat sports and
dancing, but you don’t like water sports and working out at all.
Talk to B, a fitness centre receptionist. Get his/her advice. Make your fitness programme together. What
facilities and classes do you choose?
--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - -
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Revision 4

Find the similarities • information cards
A

Christopher Long
Born: 5th June, 1995, Stratford
Primary School: 2000; 
Secondary School, 2006, 
Moved to Bath, 2008, 
Best friend: George, from primary school
Best present: 11th birthday, Rover, a dog
Worst accident: 2010 broke his nose in a boxing match
Best result: 1st in the school’s boxing competition
-------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - B

Christina Long
Born: 5th June, 1995, Bath
Primary School: 2000; 
Secondary School, 2006, 
Move to a new house in Bath: 2001
Best friend: Georgina, from secondary school
Best present: 11th birthday, Rover, a cat
Worst accident: at the age of 5 her parents lost her in a shopping centre
Best result: 1st in the school’s maths competition
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Unit 9

Activities

My clues for your clues
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Section 1

After Ex. p.71/2A
Parts of the school building and school subjects
Crosswords on p.80

1. Put Ss into two groups, A and B. Within each large group, you can make smaller sub-groups to make
working easier. Give each S an A or a B Crossword. Tell Ss that they need to write clues for the words in
their crossword.
2. When groups are ready with the clues, ask Ss to form A+B pairs. In their pairs, Ss take turns in helping
each other to guess the missing words. They read out the clues, ask questions and explain things as
needed.
Variation

It is also possible to ask Ss to swap clues and do the task only by reading and
writing.

Section 2

Snakes and ladders
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.103/3B
Simple Past; possessive pronouns
The Snakes and ladders board + solutions sheet on pp.81-82, a dice, two blank
sheets of paper for each group of Ss, and a counter for each S.

1. Make an A3 copy of the Snakes and ladders board for each group of three or four Ss.
2. Put Ss into groups of three or four. Give out the board, the dice and the counters.
3. Tell Ss to put their counters at START. They decide in each group who is first: they roll the dice each and
the person who has the highest number will be first. Establish if they’ll go clockwise or anti-clockwise.
4. Ss take turns in rolling the dice. They make as many steps on the board as their dice shows. They must
follow the numbers/arrows.
5. If they land at the bottom of a ladder, they climb up. If they land on the head of a snake, they glide
down.
6. If they land on a square with some writing in it, they need to decide if it is correct or not. If they think
it isn’t, they need to correct it. After each decision, they can look their solution up in the solutions
sheet. If their decision is incorrect, they go back to START.
7. Show how to use the solutions sheet. Put two blank sheets over the solutions sheet with only the
numbers showing. Find your number and move the two sheets in a way that they only uncover the
sentence with your number. Read it out, and then cover all the sentences again.
8. Give out solutions sheets. Make sure that they are covered with the two sheets from the very
beginning.
9. The first S to arrive at the FINISH is the winner. Ss do not need to land on FINISH to win. Any number
that takes them as far as the last square is OK. E.g. a S on square 36 will win if they throw anything
between 3 to 6.
10. As a follow-up, ask Ss if they need to clarify any of the sentences. You may want to discuss those
sentences which you think your Ss had the most trouble with.
Adaptations

The same idea can be used with any vocabulary or grammar focus. You only need
to change the sentences. Find a blank board on the NTK website: www.ntk.hu ➙
Idegen Nyelv ➙ Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙ Bloggers
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Activities

Section 3

Education in Britain
When to use?
Focus
Materials

Unit 9

After finishing Section 3
Research skills, reading, British culture
Internet access

1. Put Ss into groups of about three or four. Tell them that they will find out about education in Britain
using this site: http://www.projectbritain.com.
2. First, ask Ss to look at the sidebar and find the section about schools in Britain (Education). Then give
them a list of questions. E.g.
What class would you go to in England?
How is your school, your school subjects and your typical school day different from Erik’s?
Do students have more or fewer school days in England than you have in Hungary?
What exams do English students your age need to take?

•
•
•
•

3. Discuss answers in plenary.
4. Get Ss to write a post on their findings comparing schools in England and schools in Hungary.

Section 4

Fortune Telling
When to use?
Focus
Materials

At the end of Section 4
“Will” for prediction
10-15 playing cards for each pair

1. Elicit what a fortune teller is. Tell Ss: ”You’ll tell each other’s future. You’ll use cards.”
2. Teach Ss the names of cards you are using. Check “playing cards” in Wikipedia.
3. Ask Ss to give some examples of what people would like to hear from a fortune teller and what they
wouldn’t. Write an example sentence on the board with “will” and one with “won’t”. E.g. “You will be
very rich. You won’t have a good job.” Tell Ss that fortune tellers usually say good things.
4. Put Ss in pairs, A and B. Give each pair a good mix of 10–15 cards. Tell them to decide what each card
means and write a list. E.g. “Queen of Hearts: You will fall in love.”
5. Ask S A in each pair to stand up. Ss A will be clients and Ss B will be fortune tellers.
6. Ss A walk around and ask Ss B about their future: “What will happen to me in the future?” Bs get As
to pick five cards, and using their list of sentences, they predict As’ future.
7. Give enough time for each S to visit two or three fortune tellers. Then As and Bs swap roles.
8. As a follow-up, ask Ss for the best prediction they heard.
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Unit 9
Crosswords
A

3.
1.

2.

C
6.

O
R

4.

R

G

I

E
5.

9.
7.

10.

N

8.

M

E

T

P

A

D

O

R

E

T

O

G

A

H

R

R

N

S

A

C

P

E

H
Y
--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - B
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Photocopiable material

Unit 9

Snakes and ladders • board
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Photocopiable material

Unit 9

Snakes and ladders • solutions sheet

2.

✕

These are mine.

3.

✕

I lost my PE gear yesterday.

5.

✓

8.

✕

I didn’t cheat Or I cheated.

9.

✕

It is their house.

10.

✕

Does / Did you maths teacher give you a lot of homework?

11.

✓

12.

✕

I forgot to put my name on the test.

15.

✕

Your trousers are tighter than hers.

17.

✓

21.

✓

22.

✕

Her drawing is better than yours.

23.

✕

He’s / He is good at maths.

26.

✓

29.

✕

Our school is very big. It’s got/It has got six floors.

30.

✕

... They are the teacher’s.

32.

✕

... We had it at the swimming pool.

34.

✓

35.

✕

... His homework’s always ready.

36.

✕

... Theirs is the best result in the whole school.
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Unit 10

Activities
Section 1

Actions and results
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.111/3
Present Perfect for result
“Actions and results” slips on p.86

1. Photocopy and cut out the slips. Clip pairs together for easy use in the classroom.
2. Depending on the number of Ss in the class, select the number of pairs of slips you need. Each S will
have one slip. Mix slips well.
3. Tell Ss that they will each get a slip. Two slips belong together: one gives the action, the other gives the
result. Write an example on the board e.g.: “Action: I’ve failed my maths test. Result: My parents are
angry.” Get Ss to give some more examples.
3. Give one slip to every S in the class. Then Ss mingle and find the slip that matches theirs.
4. Get pairs to read out their sentences in this order: action – result.
E.g. “We’ve already met. We know each other.”
5. You may want to keep the pairs for the next activity in the class.
Variation

If mingling isn’t possible in your class, put Ss into small groups and give a set of slips
to them already mixed up. Ask them to pair the slips.

Irregular verbs gymnastics
When to use?
Focus

Section 2

As a warmer or relaxation break any time after Section 1
Irregular verb forms

1. Have a list of irregular verbs ready to refer to.
2. Ask Ss to stand in a circle. You will make a sequence of movements for the different forms of each verb
on your list. The movement represents the change in the verb forms and can vary from one group of
Ss to the other. What really matters is that Ss find the movements are relevant as they help THEM to
memorise the irregular verbs.
3. Show Ss some examples. E.g.:
a. drink: stretch arms out – drank: touch your knees – drunk: touch your toes
Similar pattern: sing, ring, begin, swim
b. meet: stretch arms out – met, met: touch your knees twice
Similar pattern: lose, get, tell, win, find, have, make
c. put: touch your toes three times; hit: stretch arms three times
Similar pattern: cut
d. come: squat – came: stand – come: squat
Similar pattern: become
e. give: stretch arms out – gave: touch knees – given: stretch arms out and step with one foot sideways.
fall: touch toes – fell: stretch arms – fallen: touch toes and step with one foot sideways.
Similar pattern: take, eat, break
4. When the idea is clear, ask Ss to come up with their movements for the verb forms you have selected.
5. Keep repeating the movements shouting out the verb forms together. Make it faster and faster.
6. You may find it useful to help your Ss by showing a sequence of movements if they make a mistake with
a verb form. It often helps them to self-correct and remember better.
Adaptation

If there isn’t enough room for Ss to stand in a circle, get them to stand up at their
seats, and turn as much as possible to see each other.

Acknowledgement

I learnt a similar game from Mario Rinvolucri.
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Unit 10
Missed actions domino
When to use?
Focus
Materials

After WB Ex. p.113/3
Present Perfect for result
A set of “Missed actions dominos” on p.87 for each group of three Ss

1. Make copies of dominos and cut them out. Shuffle the dominos within each set. Keep sets separated in
envelopes.
2. Put Ss into groups of three. Tell them that they will play a domino game. Ask them what they know
about the game. Give each group a set of dominos.
3. Explain that on each domino, Ss will find a white and a grey part. In the white part, there is a result. In
the grey part there is an action that someone hasn’t done. The lack of action has brought a result. The
result and the action do not match in each particular domino. They match between two dominos.
4. Start with the domino that has a blank white part. Get Ss to find that domino and put it face up on the
table. Match a domino with a white part to the grey part of the first domino. Get Ss to find that domino
and place it next to the grey part of the first domino. Get them to find the third domino and place it on
the table.
5. When Ss understand the idea, they can start the game. They mix dominos and put them face down in a
pile on the table.
6. Ss take turns. When it is a S’s turn, they pick a domino. They also put any domino down that they have
in their hands if it matches the last domino on the table. They can go on putting down dominos as long
as they have matching ones.
7. The winner is the first S without a domino after all the dominos have been picked.
8. Check the order of dominos as a whole class.
Variation

Pairs can also play the game.

Student-generated find someone
When to use?
Focus

Section 3

After WB Ex. p.114/1
Present Perfect for life experiences

1. Ask Ss to write a list of five things that they have done in their lives and they are happy or proud about.
Give examples from your own life. Choose ones that are not very different from what you may expect
form your Ss. So do not say “I’ve given birth to three children”, rather say “I’ve been to five countries.
I’ve climbed two high mountains. I’ve helped the old lady next door. I’ve saved a bird. I’ve ridden a
camel.” etc.
2. Ask Ss to mingle and, for all the five things they listed, try to find one person who has done the same.
When they find a person, they need to ask extra information and take notes.
3. As a class, ask Ss who they found with similar experiences.

Section 4

Multi-cultural party
When to use?
Focus
Materials

As one of the final activities of the course
Multi-cultural awareness; party language
A copy of the “International party” task sheet on p.88 for each S,
Post-it notes

1. Do the reading exercise on the task sheet. Ask Ss if they know of / have experienced any other cultural
differences.
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2. Get pairs to choose a country from the reading task or one that you discussed with your Ss. They will go
to an international party and they will be that nationality. Give pairs some time to discuss what (not) to
do to act as that nationality.
3. Tell Ss that their task is to identify each other’s nationality at the party. They must not ask any
geographical questions (nationality, city, etc.).
4. Build up a typical conversation structure with your Ss on the board. How do people start a conversation
at a party? What do they talk about? How do they say goodbye? E.g.
Start: Hello / Hi! Nice party, isn’t it? / Are you having a good time?
Warm up: Would you like something to eat/drink/a sandwich/ to dance, etc. .
Short chat: family/friends, typical day, food and drink, free time, music, films, clothes, shopping, sports,
yesterday, last weekend, school, travelling
Finish: Nice talking to you. I’ll catch up with you later. See you!
5. Give each pair a number, and ask them to wear it. Tell Ss that they have 5 minutes to indentify as many
nationalities as possible. Tell them to write a list of numbers of Ss and nationalities. Give pairs some time
to discuss what to do to test different nationalities.
6. Round up answers with the class. Ask Ss what helped them to identify nationalities.
Further ideas

Key

1. Bring in party music and some nibbles and soft drinks.
2. You may want to include some research on more nationalities. Use this site:
http://www.culturecrossing.net/index
Ask pairs to choose a country and write a paragraph on it. Then they send their
texts to you. Using Ss’ texts, you make a similar task sheet as the one here.
A. Thailand, B. North American, C. Spain, D. Botswana, E. Germany, F. England
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Unit 10

Photocopiable material

Actions and results • slips

Mum has spent the whole day cooking.

We have lots of food.

I’ve lost the keys.

We can’t open the door.

I’ve run 10 kilometres.

I’m very tired.

I’ve eaten enough.

I’m full.

You’ve put my ticket in your pocket.

You have it.

We’ve lost our way.

We don’t know where we are.

We’ve already met.

We know each other.

I’ve drunk two litres of water today.

I don’t understand why I’m thirsty.

They’ve given me their cat.

They don’t have a pet now.

I’ve made a birthday cake for him.

You don’t need to buy him one.

My friends have learnt to play basketball.

We can play together now.

My best friend’s become famous.

Everyone knows her.

They’ve gone out.

They’ll be back in the evening..

I’ve seen all his films three times.

He’s my favourite actor.

I’ve cut my finger.

I can’t do the washing up.
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Photocopiable material

Unit 10

Missed actions domino • dominos

No one’s been to the shops.
We haven’t got any food in the fridge.

We haven’t brought our umbrellas.

It’s raining. We’ll be wet.

I haven’t slept well.

I’m very sleepy.

I haven’t eaten anything.

I’m very hungry.

I haven’t studied enough.

I’ve failed the test.

I haven’t been to Japan.

I don’t know this country.

We’ve never met.

We don’t know each other.

I haven’t drunk any water today.

I’m very thirsty.

They haven’t told me.

I know nothing about it.

We haven’t bought a present for him.

We don’t have anything to give him.

My friends haven’t learnt to play basketball.

We can’t play together.

They haven’t fallen in love.

They’re only friends.

They haven’t gone out.

They’re at home.

I haven’t seen this film.

I don’t know if it’s good.

He hasn’t done the washing up.

We don’t have any clean dishes.
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Photocopiable material

International party • task sheet
Match the countries to the paragraphs. There is an extra country.
Germany, Hungary, Spain, Thailand, Botswana, England, the USA
A. ........................................................................
People in this country do not shake hands or kiss when they meet. They do the quai.
To do the quai, you put your hands together and lift them. Do not touch anyone’s
head. Always use your right hand to pass or receive an object. Don’t put your feet up
on a table or any furniture. Don’t step over anyone sitting on the floor – go around
them.
B. ........................................................................
People in this country do not often kiss when they meet. Light hugs are common between good friends and
family. Eye contact means paying attention. Don’t ever ask them these questions: “How much money do you
make?” or “How much was it?”. “Time is money”, they say. So be on time! Putting your feet on a table is
sometimes OK.
C. ........................................................................
They often kiss each other when they meet. They also hold onto a hug or handshake longer. They are quite
close when they talk to you. Touching each other is OK. They usually talk with their hands quite a bit.
Do not put your hands on your hips or in your pockets. They think it is very rude. Time is often very flexible.
This means that people are often late.
D. ........................................................................
Always greet people even if you do not know them. Say “Dumela Ma” to a woman and “Dumela Ra” to
a man. If you meet an elderly person, give them both of your hands. When friends meet, they often hold
hands for the whole conversation. It is more common with people of the same sex. Pointing at people is
rude.
E. ........................................................................
People in this country like to be quite far from you when you talk. They usually do not like touching. Always
be on time in this country. Do not form a circle with the thumb and index finger. It means something quite
bad.
F. ........................................................................
Normally, greeting is without touching. You just say “Hi”, “Hello” or “All right?” when you meet friends.
If you touch, a hug is usual, a kiss is rare. They also tend to be quite far from you when you talk to them.
Touching is minimal. Be polite and say whenever possible: “please” and “sorry” and “thank you” or “cheers”.
Eye contact is very important, especially when you talk to an older person. Be on time. But you do not have
to be on the dot. +/− 5 minutes will do. Never ever jump a queue!
(Based on http://www.culturecrossing.net/index.php)
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Revision 5

Activities

“I can speak English” board game
When to use?
Focus
Materials:

After Revision 5 exercises in the WB
Speaking skills
For each group of four Ss: An A3 copy of the “I can speak English” board on p.90,
a set of cards on p.91 also cut out of an A3 copy; a dice, a counter for each S

1. Make A3 copies of the board and the cards. Cut out the cards. Add some cards of your own if you want
to give your Ss some personalised tasks. Find blank cards on the NTK website here: www.ntk.hu ➙
Idegen Nyelv ➙ Kiadványok ➙ Angol ➙ Bloggers.
2. Put Ss into groups of four. Give out boards, counters and dice. Explain that in this game, Ss need to get
from START to FINISH. On their way, they need to do speaking tasks. Every time they land on a square
with speaking heads on, they need to pick a card with a task.
3. Give out the cards. Ask Ss to mix the cards well and put them face down on the rectangle marked with
the speaking heads on the board.
4. Ss always pick the first card on the top. When they finish the task, they put the card at the bottom of
the pile.
5. If they pick a card with two speaking heads, they need to choose a partner to do the task with. Every
time, they need to choose a different partner as long as there are Ss in the group they haven’t done a
speaking task with yet.
6. After each speaking task, the group can decide if it was good enough. To pass as good enough, Ss need
to achieve the purpose of the speaking task only using English (and body language). If the group says the
task was performed well enough, the S can stay at the same square. If they say it wasn’t good enough,
the player needs to go back into the square they were at a turn before. If the player does not accept a
negative decision of the group, they can ask the T to listen to them and decide.
7. The winner is the person to arrive first at the FINISH square.
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Revision 5

Photocopiable material

“I can speak English” • board
23. ábra
Egy társasjáték táblája. Fektetett. A közepén két nagyobb téglalap. A ball oldaliban a játék címe: I Can
Speak English! valami vidám, ünneplős módon felírva. A jobb oldali négyzetben beszélő stilizált fejek.
Van egy, aki monologizál és van egy olyan, aki valakivel cseveg. Ezek is legyenek vidámak. Ez a téglalap akkora, hogy rá lehet tenni a következő oldalon szereplő kártyákat egy kupacban.
A középső téglalapot kisebb négyzetek veszik körül, ezek a játékmezők, amiken a játékosok lépegetnek. Kb. harminc kellene belőlük, de nem lényeges, hogy pontosan mennyi. A legeleje a külső részen
van, ott van egy nagyobb mező, ami négy bábunak elég. Ebbe írva: START. Az utolsó mező legyen
közvetlen a cím mellett, beleírva: FINISH. Elszórva a mezőknek kb a 2/3-án legyen rajta a három kis
beszélő fejecske.
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Photocopiable material

Revision 5

“I can speak English” • cards

You are at the entrance of
your school. Someone asks
you where the staff room is.
Give them directions.

You are in front of your
classroom. Give someone
directions to the nearest
toilets.

Imagine that you are
30 years old.
What year will it be?
Describe your life.

Describe your
school building.

List the school subjects
you study.

This is the holiday of your
dreams. And this is the best
day of your dream holiday.
You send an audio message
to a friend. What does it say?

What do you like and what
don’t you like about your
timetable?

Talk about a typical
school day for you.

Share with other Ss in your
group your best results and
most interesting experiences.

You are in England and you
want a student ID. Act out a
dialogue with a partner.
Your partner can
look at AS 9.3. A
on p.102 in the
coursebook
if needed.

You are a new student in an
English secondary school.
You need a username and a
password. You go to the IT
centre. Act out a dialogue
with a partner. Your
partner can look at
AS 9.3. B on p.102
in the coursebook
if needed.

You have just arrived at
London Luton Airport. Find
the person waiting for you
from EduTours. Act out a
dialogue with a partner.
Your partner can look
at AS 10.3. /1.
on p.103 in the
coursebook if needed.

You are in a London metro
station. You want a single
ticket to Heathrow Airport.
Act out a dialogue with
a partner. Your partner
can look at AS 10.3. /2.
on p.103 in the
coursebook
if needed.

You are in London and you
want to visit the Natural
History Museum. Buy your
ticket. Act out a dialogue
with a partner. Your
partner can look at
AS 10.3. /3. on
p.103 in the
coursebook if needed.

You are at Gatwick Airport in
London. You are flying home.
Check in. Act out a dialogue
with a partner. Your
partner can look at
AS 10.3. /4. on p.103
in the coursebook
if needed.

Think of signs in your school.
Translate them into English.

What will schools be like in
the future? Describe your
ideas.

Talk about a famous
person’s life.
Choose someone still alive.
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Test 1

Units 1 & 2
NAME: .........................................................................................................................................

A. USE OF ENGLISH
1. Match the words. There’s an extra word.
1.

get

a.

your homework

1.

2.

go

b.

lesson

2.

3.

do

c.

online

3.

4.

have

d.

asleep

4.

5.

fall

e.

dressed

5.

f.

a bath

out of 5

2. Fill in the gaps. You may need more than one word.
1. School starts at 8. You arrive at 8.05. You are .................................... .
2. Kiss and Szabó are Hungarian ............................................................ .
3. A: What ....................................................... is he? B: He’s German.
4. A: My name’s Lívia. B: Nice ....................................................., Lívia. I’m Andy.
5. ........................................... your teeth after lunch!

out of 5

3. Circle the right words.
1. What are // have // do you interested in?
2. I brush my teeth after // then I go to bed.
3. His // He is // He has married.
4. She doesn’t often go // goes out.

out of 5

5. 11.45 is quarter to // past twelve.

4. Cross out the unnecessary word(s).
1. Where’s is he from?
2. What time do you usually get to home?
3. In the morning, I have a shower but I don’t have a breakfast.
4. She has basketball training on every Thursday.
5. Do your parents often they check your homework?

out of 5
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Units 1 & 2

5. Write the questions.
1. Q: ........................................................................................................................................
A: I’m from the Czech Republic.
2. Q: ........................................................................................................................................
A: I’ve got three cousins on my father’s side and five on my mother’s side.
3. Q: ........................................................................................................................................
A: Yes, I do. I watch cartoons and music channels.
4. Q: ........................................................................................................................................
A: My Mum? No, she doesn’t cook every day. She sometimes just orders a pizza.
5. Q: ........................................................................................................................................
A: I see them every day. My friends are very important for me.
out of 5
Marks for Use of English

out of 25

B. SKILLS
6. Listening – Listen and fill in the gaps. You may need more than one word.
I get up in the morning at about 1. ............................ . I make my mum and my sister breakfast, then I go
and get ready and 2. ............................................ I walk to school with my two best friends. I spend all day
at school. Sometimes I stay to do 3. ....................................... in school, to get my grades up and then I go
home. 4. ....................................................... to do, as we do all the work at school. Sometimes I make
dinner. Then I usually go out with my friends. I come home some time between eight and ten.
I 5. ......................................................, watch TV or read. I go to bed around 6. ........................................... .
out of 6

7. Reading – Read the text. Tick (✓) T for true, F for false and NI for no information.
T

F

NI

1. A typical Hungarian family always has one child.
2. Hungarian mothers usually only work at home.
3. Husbands usually do half of the housework in Hungary.
4. Hungarian families often have new cars.
5. Hungarian families usually go to Lake Balaton on holiday.
6. Hungarian grandparents often haven’t got mobile phones.
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Units 1 & 2
The Typical Hungarian Family

László Average is married. His wife’s name is Mrs Mária Average. They have one or two children. Their
son’s name is Bence and their daughter’s name is Anna. They live in a village. The parents work outside
the home. After work, Mrs Average does the housework; Mr Average doesn’t help her much. They drive
an old Opel. They often watch TV. They read Blikk. They usually go on holiday in Hungary. The parents
and the children have got mobile phones, but the grandparents haven’t.
(Based on http://nivo.blog.hu/2010/09/08/az_atlag_magyar_nagyon_makacs_ember)

out of 6

8. Writing
You spend a school year in England. You want to study computer animation in an afternoon class. Write
an email to Ms Susan Smart at Cyber Art. Include the following:
Introduce yourself
Tell her what you are interested in
Ask about class days and times
Thank her

•
•
•
•

................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
Content
Task
fulfilment

Language

Clarity
/3

Range
/2

Accuracy
/2

Organisation
Appropriacy

/2

Format

/1
Total for
writing

Paragraphing
/2

/1
out of 13

Marks for Skills

TOTAL MARKS

out of 50

%

out of 25

GRADE
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Test 2

Units 3 & 4

NAME: .........................................................................................................................................

A. USE OF ENGLISH
1. Fill in the missing words. There are some extra words.
healthy, purple, tasteless, still, furniture, carpet, tuna, curtains
1. What filling would you like in your sandwich, ...................................... or cheese?
2. What mineral water would you like, sparkling or ......................................?
3. What colour are the .................................................................... on your window?
4. Eat a lot of fresh fruit and vegetables. They are very ...................................... .
5. He has very little ...................................... in his room: a bed, a table and two chairs.
out of 5

2. Where are the things with the ticks (✓)? Write sentences about the pictures.

.........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

....................................................

out of 5

3. Tick (✓) the right one.
1. We can’t listen to music now. Grandma sleeps // sleep // is sleeping // are sleeping.
2. A: How many // much sugar would you like? B: Not many // Just a little // Only a few.
3. Usually, I don’t study // I’m not studying late at night. It’s twelve o’clock at night now and I study //
I’m studying for the test tomorrow.
4. The freezer is nearly full. There is a little room // There is little room // There are little rooms there.
5. A: Where’s the bathroom? B: It // There is next to the sitting-room.
out of 5
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Units 3 & 4
4. Cross out the unnecessary word(s).
1. The TV is opposite to the armchairs.
2. Peter isn’t not working on his laptop now.
3. A: I’m hungry. B: What about you a sandwich?

out of 4

4. A: How much are there the fizzy drinks? B: £ 1.20.

5. Write the sentences.
1. the / I / Shall / vegetables / cut

Shall ............................................................................?

2. Pam / cooking / What / mom / are / her / and?

What ...........................................................................?

3. lot / a / carrots / you / Do / eat / of?

Do ................................................................................?

4. is / on / on / to / His / floor / lift / flat / next / right / the / the / the / third
His .............................................................................................................................................................................
5. reads / is / evening; / evening / book / usually / cooking / a / in / this / Terry / the / she.
Terry ..........................................................................................................................................................................
out of 5

Marks for Use of English

out of 25

B. SKILLS
6. Listening: In a pizza take-away. – Tick (✓) T for true and F for false.
T

F

1. The customer wants a large Pizza Fantasia.
2. Pizza Fantasia has some fruit on it.
3. The customer wants a salad.
4. The customer wants sparkling mineral water.
5. The customer wants three chocolate cakes.

out of 6

6. The customer pays £ 21.58.

7. Reading: The Smallest House in the World. – Answer the questions. Tick (✓) Yes or No.
Yes

No

1. Is there a hall in this house?
2. Can Jay cook in his kitchen?
3. Can Jay have guests in his house?
4. Has the house got two floors?
5. Has Jay got little money?
6. Can Jay take his house with him easily?

out of 6
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Units 3 & 4
Jay Shafer lives in California in the smallest house in the world. He is
an architect and an artist and he made his house for himself. There is
everything he needs in this 9 m2 home.
Just at the front door, there is a tiny sitting room with two armchairs.
In the same room there is a wardrobe and a desk with a computer. He
has a table for four, too. But it is usually under the desk. He takes it out
only when he has guests. In the kitchen he has a small sink, a fridge,
a toaster and a cooker for two dishes. All his dishes are on shelves on
the walls. His bathroom is his shower. The toilet is in the bathroom, too.
His bedroom is upstairs right under the roof. There is a big mattress
and many shelves there. The best thing about the house is that it is on
wheels. So he can pull it away if he wants to travel somewhere!
Jay is not poor. So why does he live in a tiny house? He says he has two
reasons: he doesn’t like cleaning and the other is to save nature. Check
him out on YouTube!

8. Writing: Write an email to a friend about your room.
It can be your real room or a dream room. Include the following points:
Where in the house / flat is your room?
What furniture and decoration do you have in it?
What do you like and what don’t you like about it?

•
•
•

................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
Content
Task
fulfilment

Language

Clarity
/3

Range
/2

Accuracy
/2

Organisation
Appropriacy

/2

Format

/1
Total for
writing

Paragraphing
/2

/1
out of 13

Marks for Skills

TOTAL MARKS

out of 50

%

out of 25

GRADE

97
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Test 3

Units 5 & 6
NAME: .........................................................................................................................................

A. USE OF ENGLISH
1. Match the words. There’s an extra word.
1.

go

a.

cards

1.

2.

play

b.

a cartoon

2.

3.

surf

c.

on

3.

4.

watch

d.

the net

4.

5.

try

e.

out

5.

f.

a blog

out of 5

2. Write the word.
1. It is a place. You can see concerts and other performances there. v..............................
2. Another word for sports shoes

t..............................

3. Another word for fashionable

t..............................

4. You watch films there

c..............................

5. A place in a clothes shop. You go there to try clothes on.

f..............................
out of 5

3. Complete the questions. Use the words (in brackets).
1. How much............................................................................? (be / the tickets)
2. Where...................................................................................? (show / Avatar 3)
3. What size..............................................................................? (be / these jeans)
4. ..............................................................................................? (be / big / enough / the shorts)
5. ..............................................................................................? (be / not / tight / the skirt / too)

4. Read the dialogue. Tick (✓) the right options.

out of 5

1. A: Do you like play // ‘m playing // playing computer games?
2. B: Yes, I play // ‘m playing // playing every day.
3. A: What do you do // are you doing // will you do this evening?
4. B: I play // ‘m playing // ’ll play computer games. Would you like to come and play with me?
5. A: Yes, why not? I come // ‘m coming // ‘ll come at seven. OK?

out of 5
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Test 3

Units 5 & 6

5. Fill in the gaps with the right forms of the underlined adjectives (=mellékév).
1. She is really thin. But she is on a diet. She wants to be .............................................. .
2. Kate’s outfit is fashionable, but Mary’s is .............................................. .
3. It is really .............................................. if you have shoes on that are too big. But small shoes are worse.
4. These jeans aren’t .............................................. enough for me. I like baggier jeans.
5. My Mom’s cooking is very good. But my Dad’s is .............................................. .

Marks for Use of English

out of 5
out of 25

B. SKILLS
6. Listening: Two calls – Give short answers to the questions.
First call

Second call

1. What time does the disco start? ................................

4. Where is Carmen? ................................

2. When are they meeting? ................................

5. What time is it? ................................

3. Where are they meeting? ................................

6. Why isn’t Mark there? ................................
out of 6

7. Reading: Teenage Fashion Tips – Tick (✓) T for true and F for false.
Fashion changes, and it costs a lot to change all your clothes with every new trend. Sure, you want
to look cool. But you can look cool if you have a classic wardrobe with some trendy pieces. Have these
classic basics: denim jeans, a black skirt for girls and a pair of black trousers for boys, a white shirt, some
simple T-shirts, and a hoodie. Mix these with some cool, trendy pieces like a pair of classy boots, T-shirts
in fun colours, items with interesting logos or prints. Girls can add colourful scarves, cool ear rings and
bright-coloured tights. A good belt can do wonders for both girls and boys.
Everyone wants to be comfortable in their clothes. First of all, buy the right size of clothes. The second
step is to buy natural materials, like cotton.
How long do your clothes last? This is important for everyone, but especially important to teen boys
who hate shopping. Also, it is often cheaper to buy good quality, because it lasts longer.
Take time to figure out the things you like. Be true to yourself! The best fashion look for you is what
you are most comfortable in.
T

F

1. You can look trendy with the help of little things.
2. Only have classic items in your wardrobe.
3. A white shirt is not for girls.
4. Don’t have clothes that are too big or too small.
5. Cheap clothes last long, too.
6. Follow fashion designers. They know what is good for you.

out of 6
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Test 3

Units 5 & 6
8. Writing: Carmen’s invitation – Read the email and answer it.
Include these points:
Thank Carmen for the invitation
Say yes
Ask about the band/programme
Ask/Suggest when and where to meet

•
•
•
•

Hi there!

......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................

Fancy some music this Saturday?
There’s a rock night at the Jamboree.
It starts at 8 p.m.
See you there, I hope.
XX Carmen

......................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
Content
Task
fulfilment

Language

Clarity
/3

Range
/2

Accuracy
/2

Organisation
Appropriacy

/2

Format

/1
Total for
writing

Paragraphing
/2

/1
out of 13

Marks for Skills

TOTAL MARKS

out of 50

%

out of 25

GRADE

100
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Test 4

Units 7 & 8

NAME: .........................................................................................................................................

A. USE OF ENGLISH
1. Match the words. There’s an extra word.
1.

do

a.

badminton

1.

2.

get

b.

locker

2.

3.

fasten

c.

skateboarding

3.

4.

play

d.

aerobics

4.

5.

go

e.

married

5.

f.

the seatbelt

out of 5

2. Complete the sentences with the right forms of the adjectives.
good, slow, comfortable, thin, flexible, bad
1. Do you want to be .........................................................................? Do a lot of stretching.
2. Peti is ................................................................ scorer in the team. He scores more goals than anyone else.
3. Do you want to be ............................................................? Eat lots of vegetables and do some exercise.
4. A silver medal is ......................................................................... than a gold medal, but it is still very good!
5. Trainers are ....................................................................................... type of shoes.
out of 5

3. Fill in the missing parts of the table.
Present
1. eat
2. leave

Past
............................................
............................................

3. ............................................

fell

4. ............................................

felt

5. bring

............................................

out of 5
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Test 4

Units 7 & 8
4. Put the verb in the right form.

1. I usually go out on Saturdays, but last Saturday I ........................................ (not go out).
2. Where ......................................................................... (you meet) your best friend first?
3. She ....................................................... (lose) her handbag last night.
4. He ............................... (not do) his last maths homework.
5. Where ........................................ (you be) yesterday at 6 p.m.?

out of 5

5. Someone stole Marian’s handbag. She is at the police station. Write the questions.
Police Constable: 1. ...................................................................................................................
Marian: I saw my bag last before I went to the toilet.
PC: 2. .........................................................................................................................................
Marian: No, I didn’t. I left it at the table.
PC: 3. .........................................................................................................................................
Marian: Only my boyfriend, James was at the table.
PC: 4. .........................................................................................................................................
Marian: James? No, he didn’t. He was playing a computer game on his mobile. He didn’t see anybody
or anything.
out of 5

Marks for Use of English

out of 25

B. SKILLS
6. Listening: Charlie is at the Fitness Centre for the first time. He is talking to a trainer.
Fill in the information below.
Two of Charlie’s fitness goals:

Two facilities good for Charlie:

1. .................................................................

4. .........................................................................

2. .................................................................

5. .........................................................................

One sport Charlie doesn’t like:

A class Charlie wants to go to:

3. .................................................................

6. .........................................................................
out of 6
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Test 4

Units 7 & 8

7. Reading: Read the article. Tick (✓) T for true, F for false and NI for no information.
T

F

NI

1. Annie is 14 now.
2. Annie liked playing with the children.
3. Children in the orphanage didn’t have much, but they were happy to give.
4. Mr James phoned Annie.
5. A lot of people listened to Annie.
6. Annie made $300,000.
A Teenager Helping Orphanages
(orphanage = árvaház)

An American teenager, Annie Arnzen, raised $10,000
from schools, churches and the community for an
African orphanage.
The story started when Annie worked for a week at the
SOS Children’s Village of Tlokweng in Botswana in January
2006 at the age of 14. She went to Botswana with her father,
who was on a business trip.
Annie’s dream was to work in an orphanage. She found an
SOS Children’s Village in Tlokweng, just outside Gaborone,
the capital. They were happy to have her help. Annie worked
with a group of children aged one to three. She played with
the children and helped out at mealtimes. One day she
cleaned toys. Another day she organised the kindergarten’s books and made cards for one of the classes.
Annie was surprised by how little the children had. Once all of the children in her group got a lollipop
(=nyalóka). But one little boy didn’t get one. The children quickly went to him and all shared their lollipop
with him. “These children had next to nothing,” Annie wrote. “Yet without being asked, they were
willing to share the little they had.”
Shortly before Thanksgiving 2006, she got a letter from Derrick James, the director of the orphanage
in Botswana. Mr James asked Annie to help raise $300,000 to make a new orphanage. “I immediately
decided that that was something I could do to help,” she said. In December, Annie started to speak in
front of large groups of people. She made simple heart-shaped necklaces and sold them for $5 after her
talks. At the first church she made $500. At the second, $1,500. A local high school joined her project.
They made $2,000. Her whole family helps her, too.
Annie thinks her Botswana experience was life-changing for her. She says, “This was my chance to
make a difference for those kids who had made such a difference in me.”
Sources http://www.uuworld.org/news/articles/13946.shtml; http://www.sos.org.bw/;
http://www.boston.com/news/local/articles/2007/01/18/teens

out of 6
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Test 4

Units 7 & 8
8. Writing: Your Past – Write a short blog post about your life so far.
Include the following points:
Birth and family
Starting school
Meeting your best friend
Best birthday/Christmas present: when and what
Any other important events (accident, meeting boy/girlfriend, competitions, etc.)

•
•
•
•
•

................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
Content
Task
fulfilment

Language

Clarity
/3

Range
/2

Accuracy
/2

Organisation
Appropriacy

/2

Format

/1
Total for
writing

Paragraphing
/2

/1
out of 13

Marks for Skills

TOTAL MARKS

out of 50

%

out of 25

GRADE

104
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Test 5

Units 9 & 10

NAME: .........................................................................................................................................

A. USE OF ENGLISH
1. Match the words. There’s an extra word.
1.

comprehensive

a.

luggage

1.

2.

staff

b.

card

2.

3.

identify

c.

subject

3.

4.

cheat

d.

school

4.

5.

hand

e.

sheet

5.

f.

room

out of 5

2. Fill in the gaps. Use the words in the box. There is an extra word.
unattended, take, expires, cruise, subjects, double
1. My library membership card is valid for two more weeks. It ...................................... on 3rd June.
2. Never leave your suitcase ......................................!
3. Excuse me, can you ...................................... our photo, please?
4. ...................................... lessons last 2 X 45 minutes.
5. My favourite ...................................... are chemistry and physics.

out of 5

3. Fill in the missing parts of the table.
Present

Past

1. eat

ate

2. .............................

left

3. fall

.......................

Perfect
.......................
left
fallen

4. .............................

felt

felt

5. .............................

stole

stolen

out of 5

4. Tick (✓) the right options.
1. I took // take // ‘ve taken three tests today. I’m so tired!
2. Are these books you // you’re // your // yours?
3. A: Is this Mary’s seat? B: No, she is // hers // hers is // its over there.
4. I pass // ‘m passing // ‘m not passing // will pass // won’t pass the test. I do not know anything.
5. In the school of the future, students will spend // spends // spent
a lot of time online.

out of 5
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Test 5

Units 9 & 10
5. Put the verbs in the right tense.

1. ............................................... (you hear) of Jordan Romero? He was born in the USA on 12th July, 1996.
He is very young, but he 2. ............................................... (climb) six of the seven highest mountains in the
world already. He 3. ............................................... (get) to the top of Kilimanjaro at the age of nine. He is
also the youngest person who 4. ............................................... (reach) the top of the highest mountain,
Mount Everest. He was 13 years 10 months 10 days old then. I’m sure we 5. ...............................................
(hear) more about him in the future.
out of 5

Marks for Use of English

out of 25

B. SKILLS
6. Listening: Listen to Sandra and Fred talking. Tick (✓) the right options.
1. Sandra has / hasn’t failed the maths test.
2. Fred has / hasn’t passed the maths test.
3. Sandra has / hasn’t finished her biology project.
4. Fred has / hasn’t written his biology project report.
5. Mr Greenfield has / hasn’t read Fred’s biology project report.

out of 6

6. Fred has / hasn’t sent a photo with his letter.

7. Reading: Vicky’s Day at School
Vicky is a 12th grader in Britain. How has she spent today at school? Tick (✓) T for true, F for false, and NI
if the text has no information about it.
T

F

NI

1. Chemistry is the only lesson Vicky likes.
2. Today Vicky has done group work twice.
3. In Vicky’s school, they do not check who is missing.
4. Vicky had a free hour this morning.
5. Vicky has taken some extra maths lessons.
6. Vicky always does her homework in the library.

out of 6

08:45 – It is Thursday today and it starts with my favourite lesson – chemistry. At the moment we’re studying
towards our next test.
10:25 – Registration and then group activity. Registration is when they check who’s turned up for the day. As
for group activity, recently we’ve collected information about universities and now we’re starting to
give short presentations to inform each other.
10:55 – Now I have time to have a cup of tea.
11:05 – Usually at this time on a Thursday I’m free so I go to the library and do my homework. At the moment
I’m renting a couple of Spanish films from the foreign film section to watch at home.
12:05 – Next lesson is Maths. It is the subject that I personally find the most difficult. But there’s tons of help like
extra classes. These extra classes have really helped me. I hope I’ll pass my next exam!
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Test 5

Units 9 & 10

13:05 – Lunch! And a well deserved chill-out.
14:05 – Español! Spanish! My other favourite lesson! We often spend time in the language lab, doing listening
exercises, watching PowerPoint presentations or short clips of the Spanish news. Also, we often get
together in small groups and have conversations on a particular topic – obviously in Spanish! Today
we’re talking about sport.
15:05 – Last lesson of the day – biology. Today we are studying about diet. I enjoy biology because a lot of
stuff is about everyday life.
16:05 – Home time! Well, today. Often it’s time to go to an extra lesson, or I’ll go to the library to do some
homework. Occasionally, I’ll even drag myself to the gym and fitness room (but that’s not very often!).
On the whole, a busy day, as always, but overall, an enjoyable one too, as usual. I’ve made a
great group of friends at my school. I know I’ll still be in touch with them in years to come.
Based on http://www.carmel.ac.uk/userfiles/file/Day%20in%20the%20Life%20Page.pdf

8. Writing – The school year is nearly at its end. How has it been for you?
Write a post about it. Include the following:
How do you feel about this school year?
The most important things you have learnt
New friends you have made
The funniest story of the school year
Your plans for the summer
Your hopes for the next school year

•
•
•
•
•
•

................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
Content
Task
fulfilment

Language

Clarity
/3

Range
/2

Accuracy
/2

Organisation
Appropriacy

/2

Format

/1
Total for
writing

Paragraphing
/2

/1
out of 13

Marks for Skills

TOTAL MARKS

out of 50

%

out of 25

GRADE

107
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Keys
TEST 1
1. 1. e,

2. c,

3. a,

4. f, 5. d

2. 1. late,

2. surnames,

3. 1. are,

2. then,

4. 1. ’s OR is,

3. nationality,

3. He is,

4. to meet you,

5. Brush

4. go, 5. to

2. to, 3. a (before breakfast),

4. on OR every,

5. they

5. 1. Where are you from? 2. How many cousins have you got? 3. Do you (sometimes) watch TV? Do
you (sometimes) like watching TV? 4. Does your mum cook every day? 5. How often do you see your
friends?
6. 1. 7.15, 2. leave the house,
6. midnight
7. 1. F,

2 F,

3. F, 4. F,

3. extra work,

4. I don’t have homework

5. check my emails,

5. NI, 6. T

8. Sample email:
Dear Ms Smart,
My name is XY. I am a secondary school student from Hungary. I am 15 years old.
I am interested in computer animation afternoon classes. Can you please send me the days and times?
Many thanks. / Thank you very much.
Best wishes / Best regards,
XY
Audio script
I get up in the morning at about quarter past seven. I make my mum and my sister breakfast, then I go
and get ready and leave the house. I walk to school with my two best friends. I spend all day at school.
Sometimes I stay to do extra work in school, to get my grades up and then I go home.
I don’t have homework to do, as we do all the work at school. Sometimes I make dinner Then I usually
go out with my friends. I come home some time between 8 and 10. I check my emails, watch TV or
read. I go to bed around midnight.

TEST 2
1. 1. tuna,

2. still,

3. curtains,

4. healthy, 5. furniture

2. 1. The picture is /There is a picture above the sofa. 2. The computer is / There is a computer on the
desk. 3. The chairs are / There are chairs between the window and the cupboard. 4. The shelves are /
There are shelves above the bed. 5. The sink is / There is a sink between the fridge and the cooker.
3. 1. is sleeping,
4. 1. to, 2. not,

2. much / Just a little,
3. you,

3. don’t study / I’m studying,

4. There is little room,

5. It

4. there

5. 1. Shall I cut the vegetables?
2. What are Pam and her mom cooking?
3. Do you eat a lot of carrots?
4. His flat is on the third floor next to the lift on the right. OR …on the third floor on the right next to
the lift.
5. Terry usually reads a book in the evening; this evening she is cooking. OR Terry is cooking this evening;
usually she reads a book in the evening.
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Keys
6. 1. F,

2. T,

7. 1. No,

3. T,

2. Yes,

4. T,

5. F, 6. T

3. Yes,

4. Yes,

5. No, 6. Yes

Audio script
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

Can I help?
Yes, what is on the Pizza Fantasia?
Cheese, yoghurt, ham and apple.
Oh, I see... I think I’d just like some cheese and tomato sauce on my pizza.
A Margarita then?
Yes, that’s right.
Large or regular?
Large please. And a tomato salad.
Anything to drink?
Yes, sparkling mineral water, please.
Any dessert? We have very good desserts, too.
Do you have something with a lot of chocolate in it?
Yes, the Mega Chocolate cake. It has three different types of chocolate in it: white chocolate, milk
chocolate and dark chocolate.
B: Mmmmm ... I’d like one of those, please.
A: Anything else?
B: No, that’s all, thanks. How much is it?
A: 21 pounds 58 pence.

TEST 3
1. 1. e,

2. a, 3. d,

2. 1. venue,

4. b,

2. trainers,

5. c

3. trendy,

4. cinema,

5. fitting room

3. 1. How much are the tickets? 2. Where is Avatar 3 showing?
4. Are the shorts big enough? 5. Isn’t the skirt too tight?
4. 1. playing,

2. play,

3. are you doing,

5. 1. thinner,

2. more fashionable,

6. 1. At eight, 2. At seven.
call Carmen later.
7. 1. T,

2. F, 3. F,

4. T,

4. ‘m playing,

3. bad,

5. ‘ll come

4. baggy, 5. better / the best

3. In front of the disco,
5. F,

3. What size are these jeans?

4. At the disco,

5. 7.30, 6. He doesn’t say. He’ll

6. F

Audio script
First call
Carmen:
Mark:
Carmen:
Mark:
Carmen:
Mark:
Carmen:
Mark:
Carmen:
Mark:

Hi Mark! What is it?
Hi Carmen. Would you like to come to the disco tonight?
Yes, sounds great. When does it start?
At eight.
OK, let’s meet at quarter to eight then in front of the disco.
I think quarter to eight is too late. There are always long queues there.
OK. When shall we meet then?
Seven.
All right. See you at seven then.
Yes, see you.
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Keys
Second call
Carmen: Hi Mark, where are you?
Mark:
Hi Carmen. Are you at the disco?
Carmen: Where else? It’s half past seven!
Mark:
Sorry, look, I can’t come.
Carmen: Why not?
Mark:
I’ll tell you later. I just can’t make it, sorry.
Carmen: Are you OK?
Mark:
Yes. No worries. I’ll call you later.
Carmen: OK. Bye!
Mark:
Bye, Carmen. Bye.

TEST 4
1. 1. d,

2. e, 3. f,

2. 1. more flexible,
3. 1. ate,

2. left,

4. 1. didn’t go out,

4. a, 5. c
2. the best,

3. fall,

3. thinner,

4. worse,

5. the most comfortable

4. feel, 5. brought

2. did you meet,

3. lost,

4. didn’t do

5. were you

5. 1. When did you last see your bag? 2. Did you take it with you (to the toilet)?
the/your table? 4. Did your boyfriend see anybody/anything?
6. Two of Charlie’s fitness goals:

3. Who (else) was at

Two facilities good for Charlie:

1. to become stronger

4. exercise machines

2. to become faster

5. swimming-pool

One sport Charlie doesn’t like:

A class Charlie wants to go to:

3. boxing

6. dancing

7. 1. F,

2. NI,

3. T, 4. F, 5. T, 6. F

Audio script
Trainer: Now Charlie, what would you like to get from your trainings with us?
Charlie: I want to be much stronger. I have really weak arms and shoulders. Also, I am always one of
the slowest when we run at the school. I hate that! I want to become much faster.
Trainer: I see. We have lots of exercise machines. They are very good for you to work your arms and
shoulders. Also, there is a running machine. It makes your legs stronger and you can become
faster. Work out a minimum of three times a week.
Charlie: OK, machines are fine. Any classes that would be good for me?
Trainer: What about combat sports?
Charlie: Combat sports? Like boxing? No thanks, I hate boxing.
Trainer: We also have aerobics, climbing, yoga and dancing.
Charlie: Dancing! I’d love that.
Trainer: Great! We always need more men.
Charlie: Is there a pool?
Trainer: Yes, there is. But you need to pay extra if you want to use the pool.
Charlie: That’s OK. I really like swimming.
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Keys
TEST 5
1. 1. d,

2. f,

3. b,

2. 1. expires,
3. 1. eaten,

4. e, 5. a

2. unattended,
2. leave,

4. 1. ‘ve taken,

6. 1. hasn’t,
7. 1. F,

2. T,

3. fell, 4. feel,

2. yours,

5. 1. Have you heard,
2. hasn’t,

3. take, 4. Double, 5. subjects

3. hers is,

5. steal
4. won’t pass,

2. has climbed,
3. has,

3. F, 4. T,

5. T,

3. got,

4. has,

5. spend

4. has reached,

5. has,

5. will hear

6. has

6. NI

Audio script
Girl:
Boy:
Girl:
Boy:
Girl:
Boy:
Girl:
Boy:
Girl:
Boy:
Girl:
Boy:

Two more weeks to go! I can’t believe it! In two weeks it’s the summer holidays!
Yes, but so many things to do ... The maths test, for example.
I have already passed that.
Good for you. I failed the first one. I must do it again. Have you finished your biology project?
I have. But I haven’t written the report yet.
I have! And Mr Greenfield has read it and he says it’s very good.
Congratulations! But let’s not speak about school! Let’s speak about the summer! Where are you
going?
France. You?
Italy. Have you got an International Student ID?
No, not yet, but I’ve sent a letter to them and asked for one.
Have you sent a photo?
Of course I have! I’m not stupid!
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Assessment
Oral assessment guidelines
1. Use the Hungarian assessment grid “Beszédkészséget értékelő lap” on p.113 first.
When Ss are familiar with the criteria and have used it many times, you can start using the English
version “Oral assessment grid” on p.114.
2. Discuss the criteria with Ss well before you start using the grid.
3. Announce and set a date (or dates) for the oral assessment, and make it clear what kind of tasks Ss will
need to do. We recommend tasks that measure the skills listed in each revision unit of the workbook.
You can find such tasks in the Revision units in this book.
4. Create a relaxed and friendly atmosphere in the class. Do your utmost to make assessment more like a
celebration of what your learners can do know.
5. Encourage self- and peer-evaluation and compare and discuss observations with the class.
6. Make sure Ss understand what they need to do to maintain their good results, or to get a better result
next time.

Guidelines for assessing written work
1. Use the Hungarian assessment grid “Íráskészséget értékelő lap” on p.115 first.
When Ss are familiar with the criteria and have used it many times, you can start using the English
version “Assessment grid for writing tasks” on p.116.
2. Discuss the criteria with Ss well before you start using the grid. Writing tasks in the tests in this book use
the same criteria, so it is important that Ss understand the criteria by the time of the first test.
3. The coursebook and the workbook include many written tasks. We recommend that at the end of each
unit, using the criteria, Ss choose the best samples of their writing, and give them to you to mark. Before
asking them to hand in their best samples, give Ss time to correct and tidy them.
5. Encourage self- and peer-evaluation and compare and discuss observations with the class. For example,
the whole class can create a perfect version of the written task together on the board.
6. Make sure Ss understand what they need to do to maintain their good results, or get a better result next
time.

Groupwork and pairwork assessment guidelines
1. Use the Hungarian assessment grid “Csoportos és páros munkát értékelő lap” on p.117 first. When
Ss are familiar with the criteria and have used it many times, you can start using the English version
“Group/pairwork assessment grid” on p.118.
2. Discuss the criteria with Ss well before you start using the grid. Also, explain the importance of
groupwork and pairwork in language learning.
3. Choose which Ss you want to observe before the lesson and get them to sit where it is easiest for you to
observe them. When the pair/group is doing the task, do not interfere, only take notes.
5. Encourage self- and peer-evaluation and compare and discuss observations with each group/pair.
6. Make sure Ss understand what they need to do to maintain their good result, or get a better result next
time.

Banding for 50-item tests
Marks
from
20
27
35
43

Percentage
to
26
34
42
50

from
40%
54%
70%
86%

to
53%
69%
85%
100%

Final grades
2
3
4
5
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Assessment
Beszédkészséget értékelő lap
Értékelt:

Értékelő:

Feladat:

Dátum:

Pipáld ki, ahogy szerinted reális és igazságos! Készülj arra, hogy indokold a válaszod! Számítsd ki az átlagolt
osztályzatot! Mi a tanulság a továbbiakra nézve?







1

2

3





Kritériumok
4

5

A kommunikáció elérte a célját.

Jelentés /
Üzenet

Ha volt félreértés, hatékonyan tisztáztad.
Aktívan figyelted a beszédpartnered mondandóját.
Testbeszéddel segítetted a kommunikációt.
Megfelelően változatos nyelvet használtál.

Nyelvhasználat

Nem voltak értelemzavaró, ill. alapvető hibáid.
Közléseid megfelelően folyamatosak voltak.
Aktívan alakítottad a beszélgetést.

Együttműködés

Segítetted beszédpartneredet és figyeltél rá.
Egyenlően osztoztál partnereddel faladaton és időn.
ÁTLAGOLT OSZTÁLYZAT:
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Assessment
Oral assessment grid
Person assessed:

Assessor:

Task:

Date:

Tick (✓) as you think fair. Be prepared to give reasons. Calculate the average grade. What does it indicate for
your future studies?







1

2

3





Criteria
4

5

The communicative aim was met.

Meaning /
Message

You clarified any misunderstanding effectively.
You actively listened to your partner.
Your body language was effective.
Your language was appropriate and varied.

Use of
English

Your mistakes did not lead to misunderstanding.
Your speaking was fluent enough.
You took an active role in the communication.

Cooperation

You helped and paid attention to your partner.
You shared the task and the time equally.
AVERAGE MARK:
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Assessment
Íráskészséget értékelő lap
Értékelt:

Értékelő:

Feladat:

Dátum:

Pipáld ki, ahogy szerinted reális és igazságos! Készülj arra, hogy indokold a válaszod! Számítsd ki az átlagolt
osztályzatot! Mi a tanulság a továbbiakra nézve?







1

2

3





Kritériumok
4

5

Írásod a feladat minden tartalmi elemének megfelel.
Tartalom
A mondandód egyértelműen érthető.
Megfelelően változatos nyelvet használtál.
Nyelvhasználat

Nem voltak értelemzavaró, ill. alapvető hibáid.
Stílusod megfelel a helyzetnek és a műfajnak.
Írásod elrendezése megfelel a műfaji követelményeknek.

Szerkezet
Értelmező tagolással segíted az olvasót (bekezdések).
ÁTLAGOLT OSZTÁLYZAT:
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Assessment
Assessment grid for writing tasks
Person assessed:

Assessor:

Task:

Date:

Tick (✓) as you think fair. Be prepared to give reasons. Calculate the average grade. What does it indicate for
your future studies?







1

2

3





Criteria
4

5

You covered everything in the task.
Content
Your message is clear.
Your language is varied.
Use of
English

Your mistakes do not lead to misunderstanding.
Your style is appropriate.
The layout of your writing is appropriate.

Organisation
You use effective paragraphing.
AVERAGE MARK:
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Assessment
Csoportos és páros munkát értékelő lap
Értékelt:

Értékelő:

Feladat:

Dátum:

Pipáld ki, ahogy szerinted reális és igazságos! Készülj arra, hogy indokold a válaszod! Számítsd ki az átlagolt
osztályzatot! Mi a tanulság a továbbiakra nézve?







1

2

3





Kritériumok

Feladattartás

4

5

A rendelkezésre álló idő egészét a feladatra fordítottad.
A feladatod sikeresen megoldottad.
A feladatban a gyakorlandó új nyelvet használtad.

Nyelvhasználat

Mindent elkövettél, hogy megértesd magad angolul.
Mindent elkövettél, hogy megérts másokat angolul.
Csak akkor használtál magyart, amikor hasznos volt.
Aktívan alakítottad a feladatmegoldást.

Együttműködés

Segítetted partnere(i)det és figyeltél rá(juk).
Egyenlően osztoztál partnere(i)ddel faladaton és időn.
ÁTLAGOLT OSZTÁLYZAT:
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Assessment
Group/pairwork assessment grid
Person assessed:

Assessor:

Task:

Date:

Tick (✓) as you think fair. Be prepared to give reasons. Calculate the average grade. What does it indicate for
your future studies?







1

2

3





Criteria

Focus
on task

4

5

You spent all the available time focused on the task.
You did the task successfully.
You used the target language in the task.

Use of
English

You did your best to get your message across in English.
You did your best to understand other people in English.
You only used Hungarian when it was useful.
You took an active role in carrying out the task.

Cooperation

You helped and paid attention to your partner(s).
You shared out the task and the time equally.
AVERAGE MARK:
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Notes
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Notes
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